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Bluegrass Poll

Prevention's annual survey.
The state also leads the nation in
burley production. Tobacco la,
'
year brought in $462 million for
Kentucky's tobacco farmers.
About 8 percent of those polled
said they didn't have an opinion on
raising the tax. Among them was
Robert Henderson, 61, of southeast
Jefferson County, who said he
wants more information.
A nonsmoker, Henderson said he
wouldn't be affected personally by
a cigarette-tax increase but believes
smokers' rights should be considered. Still, Henderson said he could
see benefits — especially since the
state hasn't raised the tax for 32
years.
"I would think it's time to look
into that," he said.

of the project could be taken off the
amount of the board decided to go
with a asphalt shingled roof instead
of a metal shingled roof.
Kerr recommended to the board
they go with the metal roof because
it is a longer lasting roof. "You're
looking at a 40-year, trouble-free
roof," she said.
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
said if the group finds they are running short on funds, they can always
go with the asphalt roof.
Groundbreaking is scheduled for
April 4.
In other business, the group dis—
cussed the purchase of a piece of

•See Page 2
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Hearing was
scheduled for
this morning
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
An appeal of an attorney general's opinion that found the Murray-

Calloway County Hospital Board's
nominating committee in violation
of the open meetings law was scheduled to go before Calloway County
Circuit Judge Dennis Foust this
morning.
The attorney general's opinion
was handed down in August of last
year regarding an alleged violation
last March, but that opinion was
appealed by the hospital board.

The opinion found the committee
in violation that it did not provide
notice of the meeting to the public or
media, it voted for hospital board
nominees by secret ballot, and that
the minutes of the meeting do not
reflect which board members voted
for which nominee.
An affidavit signed on Sept. 19,
2001 by former Murray Ledger &
Times publisher and MCCH

Hospital Foundation board member
Walt Apperson stated the Ledger &
Times had not filed a written request
for notification of hospital board
meetings.
A request was filed in October
once notification was given to the
Ledger & Times that a written
request had not previously been
filed with the hosptial board.

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Tirries photos
PHOTOGRAPHS & MEMORIES ... Robert Swann (below, at right) was recently honored as an honorary Disabled American
Veteran. Above are photos of Swann, believed to be the oldest living World War II veteran, with his two brothers who also
served in WWII, as well as a picture of his Infantry Company during boot camp in Texas.

World War II vet
gets DAV honor
R

„bert Swann speaks softly and it takes a
little time for him to get out what he wants to say.
But he's still able to get his message across.
Take,for instance, his recollection of a time
when he was going through Infantry boot camp in
Texas and had to jump out of a moving Jeep —
and he refused to jump!
"(The commanding officer) told me to and I
said I didn't want to break my neck," the 96-yearCounty
old Swann said in a whispered tone.
Swann told some of his tales of being a World
Lines
War H draftee recently with friends Weldon Thomas By Eric Walker
and Joe Pat Ward, who recognized Swann as an
Ledger & Times
honorary Disabled American Veteran.
Managing
The honor was bestow'ed upon Swann, believed
Editor
to be the oldest living WWII veteran in Calloway
County, by Thomas, himself a DAV. Thomas said

•See Page 2
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These are questions asked in the
Courier-Joumats Bluegrass State
Poll. The poll of 750 adults, Tuesday
through Friday, has a margin of
error of 3.6 percentage points:
• Some legislators say that
Kentucky state government needs
more money and the legislature
should raise the state tax on cigarettes. The current tax is 3 cents on
each pack of cigarettes. Do you
think the cigarette tax should be
raised, or not? (If yes), Do you think
the current cigarette tax of 3 cents a
pack should be raised closer to 6
cents a pack or closer to 9 cents a
pack?
• (Everyone was asked) Currently
there is no state excise tax on other
kinds of tobacco products, such as
cigars and chewing tobacco. Do you
think the state should tax other
tobacco products such as these, or
not?
• (Those who said they were
employed were asked) Is the company or place where you work a part
of the tobacco industry in any way,
or not?
•(Everyone was asked) Do you or
others who live in your household
own a farm? (If yes), Is tobacco
raised on the farm?
•(Everyone was asked) In the past
year have you yourself helped on a
farm to plant tobacco, harvest it or
put it up to dry? Have you ever
smoked cigarettes on a daily basis,
or not? (If yes), Do you currently
smoke cigarettes on a daily basis?
•(Everyone was asked) Other than
cigarettes, do you currently smoke
cigars, chew tobacco or use other
tobacco products on a daily basis?

Recommendations
heard on Weaks Center
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The Weaks Center Board accepted a recommendation for construction of the new Weaks Community
Center Monday morning.
The board agreed to recommend
Pinnacle, Inc., to the Fiscal Court at
tonight's meeting. Pinnacle was the
lowest of five bidders at $1,537,434.
"We've done several projects
with Dennis Smith of Pinnacle,"
architect Pat Kerr said.
Kerr said the pricing broke down
to $75 a square foot for the project.
"Which is really good for a commercial project," she said.
As an alternate on the project bid,
the board was informed that $60,000
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Slim majority
oppose tax hike
on cigarettes
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Kentuckians oppose, by a slim
majority, an increase in the state's 3
cents per pack cigarette tax that a
legislative committee was scheduled to take up today, according to
Bluegrass Poll by the CourierJournal.
House Bill 677 would increase
.the tax by 44 cents a pack.
The newspaper's poll found that
51 percent of Kentuckians oppose
any increase in the cigarette tax,
compared to 41 percent who support one.
A larger majority — 67 percent
— would support a tax on tobacco
products that are not now taxed,
such as cigars and pipe and smokeless tobacco, according to the poll.
Marzian's bill would add a 32
percent tax on gross receipts on
untaxed tobacco products.
The poll was taken March 12-15.
It was based on telephone interviews with 750 people throughout
the state and has a margin of error of
plus or minus 3.6 percentage points.
Rep. Mary Lou Marzian, DLouisville, a primary sponsor of the
bill, said people need more information about the tax.
"There is such a sentiment
against taxes," she said.
Kentucky has not had an
increase in the cigarette tax since
1970 and has the second lowest levy
in the nation.
About 29 percent of those surveyed are cigarette smokers, and
another 7 percent said they use
other tobacco products daily. Most
-of the cigarette smokers — 86 percent — opposed a cigarette-tax
increase.
Supporters said it could raise
$200 million a year to finance
teacher raises and other initiatives at
a time of severe revenue shortfalls.
Jo Ann Vaught, 70, a nonsmoker
who lives in Shively, said she would
support the tax increase because it
might discourage children from taking up the habit. "It concerns me,"
she said. "They think they can do it
for fun and they get addicted."
Kentucky leads the nation in
smoking with 30.5 percent of residents over age 18 smoking cigarettes, according to the federal
Centers for Disease Control and
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
One finalist for superintendent of the Murray
Independent School System is no longer a candidate for
the position.
A spokesperson from , the Murray Board of
Education said Monday that Dr. Lonnie Hughes, who is
currently superintendent of Hamilton County Union

District No. 10 in McL,eansboro, Ill., is no longer in the
running for the position.
A finalist reception was scheduled for Hughes for
March 21. A finalist reception for candidate Eleanor
Mills, who is currently principal of Murray Elementary
School, will be held tomorrow.
Including Mills, there are five remaining finalists for
the position.

Murray Fire Department
• Four trucks and 20 firefighters responded to a structure tire at 202 Irvan
St. Monday just after 4 p.m. Firefighters reported heavy smoke coming from
the residence upon their arrival, and off-duty personnel were called in to provide assistance. Once the fire was put out, an exhaust fan was used to
remove smoke from the house. According to a MFD report, the fire apparently began in the kitchen. MFD returned twice to ensure that the fire did not
rekindle, and natural gas and electric systems shut off the utilities.
— Information gathered from reports,
logs and citations from respective agencies
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By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
HARLAN, Ky. (AP) — The
National Guard was called in to help
evacuate residents affected by a
storm that damaged or destroyed at
least 250 homes in the worst flooding to hit eastern Kentucky in 25
years.
More rain was forecast Tuesday
and the rest of the week for
Tennessee and Kentucky, a day after
floods and mudslides forced some
residents to flee by boat as water
lapped at the rooftops. Flooding also
sent a trailer plunging over an
embankment with a family inside.
At least seven deaths in
Tennessee were blamed on the
storm, which dumped,as much as_.§
to 8 inches of rain.
The latest victim was 3 1/2-yearold Cody Haim, who died Monday
night after falling into a swollen
creek behind his home in Erwin. He
was swept about 150 feet downstream.

Two people drowned crossing
swollen creeks and a family of three
died in a traffic accident on as rainslickened highway. In Nashville, an
I8-year-old man was killed when
his vehicle hydroplaned and hit a
tree.
In Kentucky,flash flooding in the
riverfront town of Cumberland sent
Jacqueline Bellofatto's trailer over a
50-foot embankment with her family still inside. A tearful Bellofatto
recounted how she survived the fall
and then searched frantically for her
7-year-old daughter in the mud and
rain.
"I just started yelling for her and
she wasn't there," said Bellofatto,
who began digging in the mud
beneath the trailer. "I just dug her
out with My handi7e—wa-S buned
alive."
Once the daughter was found
safe, Bellofatto, her husband, their
daughter and 4-year-old son struck
out for a neighbor's home to seek
help.
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JOE HOWELL,Knoxville News-Sentinel/AP Photo

FLOODED ... Cars behind Valley Motors in Sevier County, Tenn. are covered by water Sunday.
Flooding occurred throughout the Great Smoky Mountains area, as well as other parts of
Tennessee, washing out roads and causing at least four deaths.

Aerial search done for Murrayan
From Front

"I was really too old to go, but they said,'Go anyway,— Swann recalled.

veterans over the age of 90 can be given such a distinction.
A co-owner of the family's business — the old
Swann's Grocery that opened in 1915 on West Main
Street and eventually moved to its final South 4th
Street location — Swann isn't a Calloway County
native, although his family hailed from Kentucky. In
fact, he was born in the Oklahoma territory in 1906
before his family moved back to the Bluegrass State.
In the late 1920s, he attended what was then
Murray Teacher's College, but had no desire to teach.
Then at the age of 33, Uncle Sam came a'callin'.

After first going into the Infantry. Swann soon
found himself in the 105th General Hospital in Rome,
Italy. There, he worked in the medical ward before
moving to supplies where he found his niche.
Later, he was to be transferred to the Pacific but the
war finally ended, and Swann returned to Murray and
entered the family business where he worked until he
retired in the 1970s.
Swann has several momentos of his time in the
service, and he has several memories and several more
tales to tell.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The search for a missing Murray
man is continuing.
According to a release from
Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott,
Calloway Sheriff's Office personnel, along with assistance of the
Henry County Sheriff's Office helicopter, performed an aerial search of
portions of Calloway County for
Daniel Rodden.

•Weaks
From Front
property located at 300-S. 6th St.
The board plans to use the property
where the house was once located
as Parking. The board paid $60,000
for the house and is allowing the
owner 30 days to have current tenants out and have the house moved.
Jeremy Buchanan of the
Purchase
Area
Development
District said that according to the
Tenant Relocation Act, the board
has to assist the current tenants in
finding a new place to live.
"There is not available property
out there, but we are helping them
find a new place," he said.
Buchanan said the county has to
provided moving expenses and
assist the tenants in finding a place
they can afford.

Discovery May
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A rate that's guaranteed to increase in years two through five.
That's just one of the benefits of a StepFivesu fixed annuity.
You get a first-year rate that increases by .25% in years two
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Year 1
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Year 5
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5.25%
5.50%

Guaranteed interest-rate increases
Tax-deferred"
Principal is guaranteed"

interest is tax-deferred until withdrawn. And with no sales
charges, it's one of the smartest choices you can make. To learn
more about the SteriFive fixed annuity, hurry down to your
nearest Union Planters branch.
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WASHINGTON — According to
recent research, upper gastrointestinal(GI)problems like acid reflux,heart
bum and ulcers may be eliminated with
anew type ofchewable tablet. Scientists say that GI problems are not the
result of excess acid, but the body's
inability to deal with it. The new tablet
called Pepstat 380".contains an extract
*.from the Glycyrrhiza glabra plant or
DGL that strengthens the body's natural defenses against acid.
Pepstat 380 goes to work immediately on stomach acid while addressing the underlying cause of GI problems. Scientists suggest that the DGL
in Pepstat 380 imptoves the body's
protective substances, increases the
lifespan of digestive tract cells, improves blood supply to the area and
has no known side effects. Comparative studies have appeared in publications like the British medical journal The Lancet showing DGL to be
superior to Zantaci, Tagamet' and/or
antacids. This new type of formula
may make these drugs obsolete.
The problem with antacids which
neutralize stomach acid and acid
blockers which reduces acid secretions is that they can interrupt the
body's normal digestive process.
Pepstat 380 is a natural alternative to
antacids and H2 receptor antagonists
more commonly known as "acid
blockers". Pepstat 380 is available at
pharmacies and nutrition stores without a prescription or call 1-800-7298446. www.hcdsales.com
Available locally at:
HONEY TREE NATURAL FOODS
1304-0 Chestnut St 753-3461

Redden, 85, was reported missing from his home on Friday, and
was last seen driving a blue 1976
AMC Pacer. The car's license plate
read 781ACP.
The release states that Redden
has a heart condition and has been.
disoriented.
If anyone has information on
Redden, they are urged to contact
focal law enforcement

House passes
seat belt bill
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— A bill
to make it a "primary offense" to
drive without a seat belt was narrowly passed by the Kentucky House on
Monday,51-47.
The bill now goes to the Senate.
If enacted, a police officer could
stop a motorist for a seat-belt violation alone. Kentucky's current seatbelt law permits a citation only if a
motorist was stopped for some additional offense.
The vote followed more than 90
minutes of arguments and testimonials on both sides of the seat-belt
issue.
The vote cut across party lines.
Forty-two Democrats picked up nine
votes from among Republicans to
pass the
bill. Twenty-three
Democrats joined 24 Republicans in
the opposition.
"We can save 75 lives without
spending a nickel," said Rep. Rob
Wilkey, who helped to manage the
bill on the House floor.
Wilkey, D-Franklin, noted that
846 people were killed on Kentucky
highways last year. If they had died
any other way, "I 'can assure you
we'd be up in arms,demanding to do
something about it," he said.
A critic of the bill, Democratic
Rep. Jim Gooch of Providence, said
the state "can't be big brother to
everyone."
If the bill becomes law, "we can
say we took another freedom away
from someone," Gooch said.

Mark For
MI William "Bill"

MARCUM
Calloway Co. Sheriff
-Serving The Commonwealth
For 27 Years
•Member of F.O.P. Lodge
•KY Chiefs Association
-Police Instructor/KY Justice
Cabinet
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U.S.forces kill 16 in convoy
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ALL THE PRETTY FLOWERS...Evening Care Preschool
and Primary students Zoe Rollins and Tori Wolff enjoy
the Flower Shop for Dramatic Play during Valentine's
week. Both attend the evening program while their
moms attend MSU classes.

Deaths
James H. Brown •
The funeral for James H. Brown is today(Tuesday)at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Murray City
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Pallbearers are Lloyd Boyd, Larry Elkins, David
Cignoni, Otis Brown, Martin Wells and Paul Jerry Lee.
Honorary pallbearers are members of First Baptist
Church's Barraca Sunday School Class and Max Farley
and Mozelle Phillips.
Dennis Goodwin will serve as soloist during the
funeral service and Joan Bowker will be organist.
Visitation was at the funeral home yesterday.
Mr. Brown, 86, .Woodlawn Street, Murray, died
Saturday, March 16, 2002, at 1:30 a.m. at West View
Brown
Nursing Home, Murray.
Retired chief of the Murray Police Department, he was an Army veteran
of Wodd War 11. He was member of First Baptist Church and also a member of Baraca Sunday School Class of the church.
His first wife, Elaine Ahart Brown, died in December 1986. Born Dec.
30, 1915, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Will Brown and
Bertha Webb Brown.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Odell Brown: one daughter, Mrs.
Barbara B. Goodwin and husband, Dennis, Asheville, N.C.; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Mary Lou Lyles and husband, Keith, Murray, and Mrs. Cheryl
Jean Dykes, Paducah; two stepsons. Russell Joiner and wife, Kaye.
Mayfield, and Michael Joiner, Auburn, Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Dulcie
Christenberry and husband, C.D., Detroit, Mich.; one grandchild, James
Travis Goodwin and wife Jennifer; two sisters-in-laws, Mrs. Oneida Boyd
and husband, Lloyd. Murray, and Mrs. Lalah Fitzgerald, Edgewood,
Md.:
six stepgrandchildren: one stepgreat-grandchild.

Mrs. Eddith R.(Beaman) Brammell
Visitation for Mrs. Eddith R. (Beaman) Brammell will be 4-9 p.m.
Wednesday at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Funeral services are
scheduled for 11 a.m. Thursday at the funeral home with Rev. John Dave
officiating. Burial will follow at West-Fork Cernetary in Stella. Mrs. Brammell, 76, Sterling Heights, Mich., formerly of Murray, died
Saturday, March 16, 2002, at St. Joseph Hospital in Sterlign Heights.
The daughter of the late Wave! Beman and Zela Cunningham Beman,she
was also preceded in death by her husband. John R. Brammell. who died in
1998, and by one son, John R. Brammell Jr.
She was born Sept. 17, 1925, in Kirksey.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Brenda Rose and husband, Randy,
Clinton Township: and three grandchildren, Barbara L. Evenden and husband, Randy, South Lyon, Mich.; Jamie Brandt, Grand Rapids, Mich.; and
Brandi Rose and Dan Cashman, Sterling Heights, Mich.

slice

Mrs. Jewel Palmore Head
Visitation services for Mrs. Jewel Palmore Head are from 9-11 a.m. today
(Tuesday)at Third Presbyterian Church, Springfield, Ill.
Mrs. Head, Hickory Woods Retirement Center.
Murray, died Saturday, March 16, 2002, at 8:06 a.m. at
Hickory Woods.
She had been a member of Third Presbyterian
Church, Springfield, Ill., for over 65 years and had
taught Sunday School there for over 40 years. She was
also a former member of the Woman's Club and the
Brinkerhoff Home Auxiliary in Springfield.
Her husband. Thomas Head, preceded her in death.
Born in Tompkinsville. Ky., she was the daughter of the
Head
late Baker Palmore and Flo Sympson Palmore.
Mrs. Head is survived by one son, Robert William
(Bob)Head and wife, Nita. and a sister-in-law, Mrs. Dorothy Rhea Head, all
of Murray.
The funeral will be today (Tuesday) at 11 a.m. at Third Presbyterian
Church. The Rev. Warren Wikewitz will officiate. Burial will follow in Oak
Ridge Cemetery, Springfield.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of local arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway Hospice,
803 Poplar St., Murray. KY 42071 or Third Presbyterian Church. 1030
North 7th St., Springfield, IL 62702.
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Southern Farm Bureau Lite's
Fixed Annuity
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anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.00°. Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details.

the three-vehicle convoy had originated, but other officials said it appeared those in the vehicles were
trying to escape the area attacked
heavily during Operation Anaconda.
In a separate incident shortly after the firefight. U.S. forces captured 31 suspected al-Qaida or
Taliban fighters in a compound
west of Kandahar in southern Afghanistan, officials said. Rosa said
weapons and a large amount of ammunition were captured in the corn-

pound. He had no other details.
Rosa also said U.S. military officials were pleased with the outcome of Operation Anaconda,
which the overall commander. Gen.
Tommy Franks, called "an unqualified and absolute success."
Rosa would not discuss how
many enemy fighters were killed in
the battles, which began March 2.
but said whatever the body count,
the al-Qaida had been disrupted
and put on the run.

If you want all of your
real estate needs to be
"ALL GOOD"
Call Peggy Allgood Today!
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Peggy Allgood
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SURGICAL TECHNOLOdY THAT'S AHEAD OF ITS TIME.

Investments Since 1854.

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged
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WASHINGTON tAP)- U.S.
"I feel like we've got a lot more
forces killed 16 fighters in an Af- lighting to do in Afghanistan." he
ghanistan gunfight and captured 31
said. "These are people who are
others at a military compound as there to die, and we accommodated
the war shifted from the scene of them. ... They are relentless, but so
the largest ground battle of the war are we."
so far.
In a sign of the global scope of
Pentagon officials acknowl- the war on terror, Rosa said Ameriedged that some al-Qaida fighters can troops in the Philippines evacumay have escaped the ring of U.S., ated three Filipino soldiers from
Afghan and coalition troops that
Basilan Island after they were
had surrounded their mountainous
wounded in a firelight with Abu
hide-outs during Operation AnaSayyaf, the small Muslim extremist
conda, which ended Monday. Some
group some say is linked to almay have crossed into Pakistan, Qaida.
said Pentagon spokeswoman VictoRosa said the U.S. troops were
ria Clarke.
not involved in the combat there,
"Given the nature of the terrain
nor did they come under fire during
and the porousness of the border, the emergency airlift. U.S. Army
are ones and twos probably melting
Special Forces soldiers are providinto the countryside or slipping
ing counterterrorism training to
over the border? Possibly. But we
Filipino forces.
have not seen significant numbers,"
In Afghanistan on Sunday mornClarke told reporters Monday at a
ing, a team of Army Special Forces
Defense Department news briefing.
soldiers attacked a convoy of three
No U.S. soldiers were hurt in the
vehicles about 45 miles southwest
latest fighting, officials said. Those
of the city of Gardez, killing 16
killed and captured did not appear
people believed to be al-Qaida
to be senior al-Qaida or Taliban
fighters and wounding one. One
leaders, they said.
other was detained, Rosa said.
American forces and their coaliU.S. forces fired warning shots
tion and Afghan allies will mainfrom their helicopters, and those in
tain pursuit of Taliban and al-Qaida
the vehicles fired back. A firefight
'fighters- wtur escaped--orare -hiding
- ensued on the ground; he said. He
out in Afghanistan, officials said.
and other officials said they were
"While this particular operaawaiting other details.
tion's over, we're still actively purA fourth vehicle traveling some
suing al-Qaida and Taliban persondistance behind the three-vehicle
nel throughout Afghanistan, and
convoy also was stopped by the
we're preparing for any subsequent
Americans and'those inside were
missions that may be needed," said
determined to include women and
Air Force Brig. Gen. John Rosa, children, Rosa said. They were aldeputy director of operations for
lowed to proceed.
the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Ammunition, rocket-propelled
President Bush, speaking Mongrenades and other weapons were
day during a visit to St. Louis, also
found in the three vehicles, Rosa
said that while Anaconda is over, said.
the war in Afghanistan is not.
Rosa said he was not sure where

America's Top 50 includes these fevorit• ch•nnels.
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ounty Hospital, we're performing a type of oral surgery usually found only

much larger hospitals. It's called modified condylotomy. This new procedure is used to treat a

painful condition of the jaw joint and replaces a procedure that resulted in noticeable scarring.
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How will you be remembered?

-

"Write about what you've gotten out of
this project," he says. "Maybe talk about
your conclusions about death and how people can approach the final act with more
dignity."
After nearly two
years of columns on
end-of-life issues, it
seems like a simple
enough request from a
reader. Certainly any
writer would have
reached some realizations about how to prepare for a good death.
Main Street Up until about six
By Constance months ago. I felt I was
qualified to offer some
Alexander
Ledger & Times practical advice along
those lines, stuff almost
Columnist
anyone could follow: If
you don't have a will,
get one. You'll need a
will too.andaslurahle power of
attorney, so your loved Ones can make

medical decisions that reflect your wishes
in situations where you are no longer capable of making those decisions yourself
Talk to your children about your end-oflife wishes. If you have elderly parents,
find a way to start the conversation with
them. Sure, it's uncomfortable. And yes,
they might think you're prying if subjects
like insurance and life savings come up.
Get over it and help them do the same.
Think about how uncomfortable it could
be if disaster strikes and you are suddenly
confronted with figuring out how to pay for
an elderly parent's medical calamity at the
same time your kids need the college
tuition check.
In the aftermath of September 11, I have
come to some other conclusions about
death and dying provoked by daily reading
of the "Portraits of Grief," published in The
New York Times. These profiles highlight
World Trade Center victims celebrating
each life with quotes and anecdotes that
capture their vitality essence.
Between Sept. 15 and Dec. 31, reading

"Portraits of Grief' became almost a ritual
for me. That was the section I turned to
right away when I got the paper. It was a
way of connecting to those who died as
individuals, a way of seeing them as people
just like me or members of my family.
There was Joseph Lostranglo who prepared the weirdest, most exotic gourmet
meals his family and friends ever tasted.
Once he came home with rattlesnake meat.
Another time, buffalo steaks.
And what about Adele Sesse, whose
beloved niece christened her "Aunt Doe."
At 36, she'd devoted her early life to family and career. Just months before her death,
she admitted to her mother,"Ma, I want to
get married and have babies. I'm ready
now.,.
There was also Ronald Breitweiser,
who'd been to the beach at Sandy Hook on
Sept. 8 and pointed out the two gray rectangles in the distance to his 2-year-old
daughter. "Look," he said. "That's where
Daddy works."
Aida Rosario's friends and neighbors

miss the sound of her laughter. They also
remember telling her she should quit her
job at Marsh & McLennan to work somewhere else. Aida would just laugh and say,
"Well, the worst thing that could happen to
me is if the thing catches on fire, and I'd
just jump out the window."
One amusing story was about Diane
Urban, who apparently was no shrinking
violet when it came to speaking her mind.
At her memorial service, one relative suggested that everyone get tee-shirts saying,
"Diane Urban Told Me Off."
The end-of-life messages in the Times'
"Portraits of Grief' are more about living
than dying. In the final analysis, people are
cherished for the little things and remembered for the details that revealed their
character.
If you read between the lines, you get an
idea that every parent was not from "Ozzie
and Harriet" or "The Cosby Show"; every
spouse not exactly straight from central
casting. Some of those lost on Sept. 11
were undoubtedly workaholics who left

S

home before dawn and got back long after
the evening news. Their contact with family was often confined to giving a kiss to a
slumbering toddler or getting up early on
Sunday for the one day a week they all
could have breakfast together.
I still believe that good end-of-life planning means having a will, a living will, etc.
The lesson of Sept. 11 is the reminder that
death can come in an instant when least
expected.
In the end, the best preparation for death
might just be to make sure to lead a good
life.
•
If yours were boiled down to around
250 words, what would they be?
Read "Portraits of Grief' on the New
York Times website:
http://wwwnytimes.com/pagesinational/por
trai
rd=hemp7p=041 Fz04
GM44Ri-Wo12000myvg-vybM
Read Main Street online at wwwmurrayledgercom
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From Our Readers
Dear Editor,
I would like to express my
appreciation for the Kentucky Farm
Bureau's opposition to an increase
in tobacco tax.
No one denies that Kentucky is
facing financial problems with a
more than $500 million deficit. But
the cheap fix being offered by some
legislators — raising the tax on cigarettes — isn't the way out.
In fact, raising the cigarette tax

will hurt many of the people our
elected officials in Frankfort say
they want to help.
The fact is that many farm families and many Kentucky communities continue to depend on tobacco
for their livelihoods. Raising the
cost of a legal product to plug a
temporary budget hole places more
of a financial burden on working
families, who are struggling to get
by.

North
at the sci
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Hazel
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Perhaps our lawmakers should
concentrate on budget belt-tightening rather than taxing their way out
of trouble. Yes, our state faces
budget problems. But passing tax
increases is not the way to solve the
problem — particularly when it
hurts rural farm and tobacco communities.
Cordially,
J.D. Andrews
General Tobacco Company
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A New Danger
By SALLY BUZBEE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
embassies and overseas military
bases are, generally fortified against
attack. But the schools where
American kids go each day often
aren't.
Neither are restaurants where
American business people meet
clients, nor the church in Pakistan
where an embassy worker ahd her
daughter were killed.
Americans are in growing danger
as terrorists search for vulnerable
targets, the State Department said
Monday. It warned those overseas to
be wary of — or even outright avoid
— any place where Americans typically congregate, including churches, restaurants and schools.
"One would have hoped that
there would be some respect fOr a
church, but even that doesn't always
exist," said State Department
spokesman Richard Boucher. "So,
we all take the best precautions we
can.
Total security is impossible.
Private companies and the government need to have workers overseas,
and those workers want their families nearby. If families are nearby,
they shop, they go to school.
Some U.S. companies with operations in the Middle East or south
Asia have in recent months relocated workers'family members to other
locations, like Europe, still close
enough for frequent visits, said
Vince Cannistraro, a former government counterterrorism official who
runs his own security business.
Others are cutting back on the
number of Americans overseas, relying instead on more local workers.
Still other U.S. companies are
spending thousands of dollars to add
guards and improve the physical
security at compounds where their
employees live. Cannistraro said.
The U.S. military designates
many of its bases in Middle Eastern
countries and other hot spots as
"unaccompanied," meaning that

Washington
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CCH

Got
Something
To
Say?

Callo
reunion
asked to

NAR

Letters may be submitted
by fax at 270-753-1927 or
by mail to 1001 Whitnell
Ave., Murray, KY 42071.
Letters must be signed and
have a telephone number!
For questions, call Eric
Walker at 753-1916, ext. 27.

spouses and children cannot go
along. But that is viewed as a hardship. and thus rotations have to be
REDISNI
(
T
COMM,
frequent, costing more money.
Pktis
It can be tricky to know when a
3C)2oc.
,2_ T4 90gdcoerLo LJif
place is unsafe.
The Americans killed in
Islamabad, Barbara Green, an
employee at the embassy, and her
17-year-old
daughter, Kristen
Wormsley. had only recently
returned to Pakistan after the State
Department decided in January it
was safe. The two, along with many
others, had left last September in a
departure authorized by U.S. officials.
"The people at posts were looking forward to having their families
back with them," Boucher said.
"And at that time, we operated on
the best security information we By LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
But there was a complication: Mellon, a
had."
Associated Press Writer
former treasury secretary and ambassador to
An additional 14 Americans —
WASHINGTON (AP)— Stepping off his Britain, stood accused of tax fraud by the
all private citizens — were injured
private elevator on the floor below his own
government he once served. Many in the
in the church Attack.
Roosevelt administration saw the
Terrorists have always looked for princely apartment, financier Andrew
"soft" targets when their primary Mellon entered a world of artistic genius.
Republican tycoon as an emblem of the
goals — military bases and governFor several months in 1936, Mellon, 81
entrenched rich and of policies that had
ment offices — have proved diffi- and frail, exercised viewing rights over one
brought on the Great Depression.
cult to reach.
of the most distinguished collections of Old
The financier's supporters saw a political
Fifteen years ago. in an attack
Master art assembled for sale anywhere in
vendetta against an innocent man.
blamed on Libya, two U.S. soldiers
the world.
A staunch conservative who had made his
were killed in a bombing at a West
Works
of
art
from
the
Italian
fortune
in banking, aluminum, oil and coal,
Renaissance
Berlin disco. In 1997,four American
and
earlier
had
been
installed
by
Lord
Mellon
,
had been methodically building his
auditors of a U.S. oil company and
their Pakistani driver were killed Joseph Duveen, an eminent and aggressive
art collection for years. Although he once
while traveling in Karachi, Pakistan. London dealer who knew the ways and
bought a Goya by telephone across the
between their hotel and work.
means of American millionaires.
Atlantic, he made most decisions cautiously.
Military bases and embassies are
It was an inspired gambit.
often living for months with the paintings
fortified more than ever before with
Mellon was assembling the collection
he was considering.
high walls, concrete barriers, sophisthat
would
become the nucleus of the
The collector's grand coup came in 1930
ticated cameras, armored vehicles
National Gallery of Art. Duveen knew that
and 1931 when his agents bought 21 paintand guards with machine guns.
ings from the Hermitage Museum in St.
"If you're going to exact some his Italian paintings and sculptures were
revenge against Americans, you obvious choices.
Petersburg, Russia. They included Raphael's
look for softer targets. (Journalist)
"Every day, Mr. Mellon would spend an
"Alba Madonna" and Van Eyck's
Daniel Pearl was a softer target. hour or two looking at them," recalled
"Annunciation." All had been ordered sold
They went after him. Businesses are David Finley, who was the
by the Soviet Union's cash-strapped comgallery's first
generally softer targets, so they're at
director. "Of the 30 paintings he decided to
munist government.
risk," Cannistraro said.
buy 24; of the 21 sculptures, 18."
The tax case remained a live issue at the
The works of an in this spectacular sale
end of 1936 when Mellon made his overture
included masterpieces by Botticelli and
to President Franklin D. Roosevelt, stipulat0 MURRAY
Agnollo Gaddi among the painters and
ing that as a national institution the gallery
Andrea della Robbia among the sculptors.
not bear his name.
It was Mellon's plan that the master
Roosevelt proved warmly receptive.
works he was assembling would be housed
Ground was broken at a site on the National
ALICE ROUSE
ERIC WALKER
in a.building he would erect.
Mall in 1937; Mellon died later the same
Publisher
Managing Editor
Mellon hoped — correctly as it turned
year.
WALTER L. APPERSON
out — that his generosity would attract furMellon's son, Paul, saw the building
Publisher Emeritus
ther gifts of art of the highest quality, transthrough to completion, thus beginning a
forming the gallery in downtown
lifelong association with the gallery. The tax
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
Washington
prosecution was concluded and Mellon was
into
a
institution.
world-class
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER,INC.
exonerated after his death. The Mellon fam-
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Washington Yesterday

Andrew Mellon founds the
National Gallery ofArt
ily insisted no deal had been struck.
In his dedication speech on March 17,
1941, Roosevelt called the collection's
paintings and sculptures "symbols of the
human spirit," a spirit menaced by the rise
of fascism.
Great works of art, he said,"belong so
obviously to all who love them — they are
so clearly the property not of their single
owners but of all men everywhere — that
the private rooms and houses where they are
hung beCome in time too narrow for their
presence."
As a national institution, the National
Gallery of Art attracted the other private
donors Mellon had hoped for. With%their
collections and the sustained generosity of
Paul Mellon and his sister, Alisa Mellon
Bruce, the collections and exhibition space
have grown dramatically over the last 60
years.
The art Andrew Mellon chose in the
viewing space Lord Duveen shrewdly provided is now part of a collection of more
than 106,000 works. It includes more than
3,200 paintings, more than 2,500 sculptures
and thousands of prints, drawings, watercolors and photographs.
The gallery's angular East Building
opened in 1.978. An outdoor sculpture garden was inaugurated in 1999. New ground
floor sculpture galleries, including a
columned hall and a central fountain, are
under construction.
Mellon was once asked what led him to
collect great art.
"Every man wants to connect his life
with something he thinks is eternal," he
replied. "If you turn that over in your mind
you will find the answer to your question."
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ServiceNews
Army Spec. Jason M. Wright has deployed to an overseas forward operating area to support the mission of Operation Enduring Freedom.
Wright is a helicopter mechanic normally assigned to the 7th Battalion,
101st Aviation Regiment at Fort Campbell. He has six years of military
service.
A 1992 graduate of Calloway County High School, he is the son of Tim
J. Wright of Cherry Corner Road, Murray.
Enduring Freedom is the biggest U.S. military mobilization since the
Gulf War in 1991. Members of all branches of the U.S. Armed Forces have
been deployed and reserve components activated to support the war against
global terrorism, combating the international terrorist network or reginle.

A special program, —Senior Safety," will be held
Thursday, March 21, from 9 to 10:30 a.m. at the
Center for Health and Wellness of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Misty Reed from the Rape Crisis Center will present tips on how to keep safe while at home,in public
as well as safety tips for everyday living. These will
include simple things that may have slipped your
mind.
For more information call 762-1832.

Summer Job Fair at CCHS

By Jo Burkeen
A Summer Job Fair will be Wednesday, March 20,
Community
from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the media center.
Editor
Businesses interested in student employees may contact
Ginny Harper at 753-1452 in order to have a booth at
the event.
Photo provided

r
r-

Depression group will meet
Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday, March 20, at 10:30
a.m. in the Center for Health and Wellness of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. For more information call Kathy Culbert RN at 489-2284 or Janie
at 753-9015.

CARD PARTY...The Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will host its annual card party on Friday,
March 22, at 1 p.m. at the club house. All interested persons
are invited. For tickets call Billie Hall at 753-7886. Hostesses
for the March meeting of the department were (l.r), Jo Clete
Williams, Cindy Dunn, Virginia Hale and Gloria McLaughlin.

North PTO to meet Thursday
North Elementary School PTO will meet Thursday, March 21, at 6 p.m.
at the school. "The Mania" will perform. All members and interested persons are urged to attend.

Hazel club to meet Thursday
Hazel Woman's Club will have a foreign dish dinner on Thursday, March
21, at 6:30 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center.

Home Department will meet
Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
March 21, at 11 a.m. at Boulders Cafe. Jackie Helm will present the program on "Land Between the Lakes Bio." Hostess will be Vanda Jean
Gibson.

Mother. to Mother to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms, will meet
Thursday, March 21, at 10:30 a.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
Refreshments and door prizes will be featured. Pregnant moms(and dads)
are welcome. For information call Kim Jastremski at 759-4746.

CCHS Class of '82 planning reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1982 is planning for a 20-year
reunion this year. All persons interested in helping with the planning are
asked to call Scott Wyatt at 753-9721 or Tom Thurman at 753-4260.

NARFE meeting Friday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of the National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet Friday, March 22, at 12:30 p.m. at Boulders,
1510 Chestnut St., Murray. Roger Cooper, a local genealogist, will be
speaker. Richard Huddleston, president, urges all members and interested
persons to attend.

Easter Egg Party and Hunt planned
"A Real Easter Egg Party and Egg Hunt" will be Saturday, March 23, at
,2 p.m. at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church. This is for children
between the ages of 3 to 8 years. Featured will be crafts, refreshments and
egg hunt. Those interested in attenditig are asked to call 753-5809.

Shriners' free clinic planned
Shriners of West Kentucky will conduct a tree screening clinic for all
children with orthopedic problems on Saturday, March 23, from 10 a.m. to
1 p.m. at the Masonic Building on Joe Clifton Drive, across from Carson
Park near Baptist Hospital, Paducah. For information call 1-270-443-1893
or local Shrine members.

Make A Difference Day Saturday
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The 35th Make A Difference Recycling Day is planned for Saturday,
March 23,from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Murray State University Roy Stewart
Stadium. Collected will be newspapers, cardboard, sacks and any paper.
Proceeds from this collection will benefit the Murray Youth Service Center
and the Calloway service centers. Women Aware will be collecting cell
phones; WATCH will collect aluminum cans; Murray Lions will collect
used eyeglasses; Kiwanians will collect food, school supplies and other
items for Need Line; Taylor Bus Sales will collect oil for recycling; and
River City Mission of Paducah will collect used clothing.

CCHS Class of 1972 plans meeting
Calloway County High School Class -of 1972 will have a meeting on
Monday, March 25, at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's. Plans for the 30-year reunion
planned later this year will be discussed. All class members are invited to
attend and take part in the planning for the event.

Hazel lodge plans meeting
Hazel Lodge No. 138 of Woodmen of the World will meet tonight.
March 19, at 6 p.m. at Los Portales Mexican Restaurant in Olympic Center,
Murray. Family night planning wilI be on the agenda. All members are
urged to attend.

Senior orientation Tuesday
Senior Year Orientation for Calloway County High
*
School juniors and
their parents/guardians will be today, March 19, from 6:15 to 7:30 p.m. in
the school cafeteria. Information regarding ACT, letters of recommendation, trid timelines will be distributed. Representatives from the public, private Afid technical college sectors will be present to answer questions. Door
'prizes will be given.

MS Community Walk planned
Murray-Calloway Walk for Multiple Sclerosis will meet today, March
19, at 4 p.m. at the home of Linnie Hooks, 1655 St. Rt. 121N, Murray. Plans
will be made for the walk on April 6 at the Calloway County High School
Track. For more infoffnation call 753-4487.

Don't forget
to take your
Easter Coloring
Contest entry to

Wee Care
hv March 25.
x-x-r

660 North 12th Street
Murray. KY 42071
(Behind Cracker Barrel)

Navy Ensign Kristina Keyser recently received her commission as a
naval officer after completing Officer Candidate School (OCS) at Naval
Aviation Schools Command, Naval Air Station. Pensacola, Fla.
During the 13-week-long training program. Keyser received extensive
instruction on a variety of specialized subjects including navigation, ship
handling, engineering, naval warfare and management.
Keyser also completed a demanding daily physical fitness program that
involved running, swimming and calisthenics.
In addition, Keyser received leadership training and instruction on the
importance of the Navy's core values - honor, courage and commitment;
and how their meaning impacts the personal and professional conduct of the
men and women serving in the Navy around the world.
A 1987 graduate of Marshall County High School, Benton. she received
her bachelor of arts degree in 1991 from Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green.
.Keyser is the daughter of Ruth Anne B. Keyser of Lebanon and Richard
J. Keyser of Hardin.

Faculty members to
appear on radio panel
Two members of Murray State ied and traveled iq Korea last sumUniversity's department of journal- mer to gain The data for this proism and mass communications will gram.
be part of a panel on public radio at
the
Broadcast
Education
The other two presenters are
Association (BEA) international Andrew Crisell of the University of
convention in Las Vegas on April 6. Sunderland in England, who will
Dr. Bob Lochte, professor, and discuss "The BBC Radio Service,"
Robin Orvino-Prouix, instructor, and Dr. Don Godfrey of arizona
will be two presenters of a four-per- State University, whose topic is
son panel dealing with the origins, "The Canadian
Broadcasting
development and function of public Corporation."
radio in a variety of cultural setBEA is the main professional
tings.
organization for collegiate educaLochte will moderate the panel tion in broadcasting and related
and provide an overview of public fields in the world. It meets annualradio in the U.S. Orvino-Prouix will ly with members ,of the National
discuss the "Public and Government Association of Broadcasters in Las
Radio Services in Korea." She stud- Vegas.

Diabetes classes scheduled
The Purchase District Health
Department will be offering a series
of Diabetes Education Classes during the month of April.
Judith Watson RN, CDE, CN,
Certified Diabetes Educator and
Nutritionist, will, be ;the instructor.
She said "the purPose of these classes will be to provide people with
diabetes and/or care givers with
information about managing diabetes."
Four classes will -be in the series.
Some of topics that will be discussed include adjusting to diabetes,

diabetes medications, meal planning, prevention and treatment of
high and low blood sugars and
physical activity.
Classes will be held at the Graves
County Public Library on Fridays,
April 5, 12, 19 and 26, from 9 toll
a.m. each Friday.

photo provided

NIGHT CRAWLER ... Evening Care Preschool and Primary Program students pet Verdi, an Albino Burmese
Python, as she crawls past under the watchful eyes of
owner, James Hust. Hust shared a few of his other pet
snakes and gave the students helpful tips about snakes
during Pet Week at the MSU night program.

SPECIALS!

To register call the Graves
County Health Center at 1-270-2473553. There will be no charge for
the classes. "Participants are
encouraged to attend all four classes," Watson said.

TANNING $20
PERMS $38 a up
HIGHLIGHTS $25 & Up
MEN'S HAIRCUT $8

for 300 Min

Ask about 5 cuts for 4 card

Program focuses on God's creations
Len and Lee Wenzel will present
special programs at Murray
Seventh-day Adventist Church,
1408 Sycamore St., Murray, on
Saturday, March 23, at 5 p.m.
A lecturer for 14 years on natural
remedies, Lee Wenzel will present a
90-minute presentation. She will
demonstrate simple ways to make
remedies for health purposes.
Featured will be many hand-outs,
a gift drawing for adults and children, door prizes and samples to try.
amateur
Wenzel,
Len

Birth
Kenneth
Elwood Brogdon
Kenneth and Kelly Brogdon of
9400 Shady Grove Rd., Puryear.
Tenn., are the parents of a son,
Kenneth Elwood Brogdon, born
Friday, Feb. 22. 2002, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds
13 ounces and measured 18 1/4
inches.
grandparents
are
Paternal
Christina and Oscar Elwood
Brogdon of Puryear. Maternal
grandparent is Anthony Duncan of
Murray. Two maternal aunts are
April Warner and Angie Duncan.
both of Murray.

Eyecare
Specialists

Telephone
270-753-6272
14100-272-9477

ubscribe

Gelt
Cenlifseates
As ailable

Call 753-1682

astronomer, will present a one-hour
program, using power point to
demonstrate the creations of God
and how they defy and confuse evolutionary theories, according to a
church member.
Light refreshments will be served
between the programs. Persons may
bring any astronomy equipment
such as binoculars, scopes, chairs,
eyes, etc., for outdoor viewing.
There is no admission charge.
For information call Eunice May at
753-0835.

Merl

#1 On Ballot... #1 In Qualification
Paid For By Amos McCarty

Saturday Evening
March 23rd
5:30-7:00 p.m.
National Guard Armory
121 North • Murray
Paid toy by Foends of Johnny Bohannon
Joe Dick, Treasurer
a"

Li

Extra

Kut

Southsitk Shopping Center• Murray
NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Spanish Speaking Stylist Mailable

Please join us for a night of
food, fun, and fundraising for
Johnny Bohannon,
candidate for Calloway County
Judge Executive.

JOHN W. WILLIAMS, M.D.
Ophthalmologist
tye Physician
Cataract and Laser Surgeon
Specializing in diagnosis and treatment of eye disease.
Office Hours By Appointment
Mon., Thurs. & Fri.

WALK-INS WLI.COMI

PEDICURES $15
MAN ICURES.$8
PARAFFIN DIP $5
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SW fans
Seven locals voted as
stunned by All-Purchase selections
Salukis' win
Salukis reach
first Sweet 16
since 1977
CARBONDALE, Ill-.-(AP)- "Go Dawgs!" replaced "God Bless
America" on strip mall signs in
this town Monday.
That's because Carbondale is
the home of Southern Illinois University, and the Salukis - their
nickname is a type of dog - are
on an unprecedented roll in the
NCAA men's basketball tournament.
By stunning No. 3-seeded Georgia 77-75 Sunday in the East
Regional in Chicago, the 11thseeded Salukis reached the final
16 for the first time since 1977,
when only 32 teams participated.
SIU hasn't had this sort of basketball success on the national scene
since Walt Frazier led it to the
NIT championship in 1967.
"It's kind of wild, us getting
this far," said Frank Hiller Jr., coowner of the Mississippi Flyway
bar and grill.
"By Wednesday, the whole town
will be decorated. But people aren't
used to it yet."
The Salukis (28-7) face Connecticut (26-6) in Friday's regional semifinals in Syracuse. N.Y.
"We said we wanted to make
the NCAA tournament, we wanted to win our conference and we
wanted to go to the Sweet 16,"
said Jermaine Dearman, who led
SIU with 25 points against Georgia.
, "We've reached all our previous team goals. Our new goal
now is to beat UConn."

Salukis vs. Connecticut
When: Thurs, 7 38 p m
Whore: Syracuse, N Y
Records: SIU (28-7),
Connecticut (26-6)

Several hundred fans f
Williamson County Airport late
Sunday to greet the players when
they arrived from Chicago.
The university, where students
retUrnedNiiiiiday Trom lpring'break,
is holding a pep rally Tuesday night.
But there were few obvious signs
Monday that this place is pulling
for one of the top college teams
in the country.
"This is a. strange corner of the
world," said, Abdo Soliman, a former biochemist who raises turkeys,
chickens and llamas.
"People mind their own business. And for a long time, (the
Salukis) were terrible."
Cell phone salesman Dustin Loring said he expected to see more
flashes of team spirit - a banner or two, or decorated cars.
After all, rural southern Illinois
tends to get fired up about high
school sports, and SIU is the only
major university for miles around.
"I remember when my team
won the 3A state football championship,- said Loring, of nearby
Carterville. "The whole town was
orange and blue."
That will happen here, too, said
SIU student Nick Eggett, who
waited 1 1/2 hours Sunday at the
airport to get a glimpse of the
team.
"It's still early in the week,"
Eggett said. "But everyone's talking about it on campus. We're
pumped!"

rebounds per game. Murray teamStaff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
mate Ashley Tripp joined Adlich
Murray High Lady Tiger head on the glitter squad, as the 5-11
coach Rechelle Cadwell Turner senior forward notched 11.9 ppg.
was
named
Two more MHS players and a
pair of Calloway County Lady
Coach of the
Year and had
Lakers were worthy of All-Purtwo of her playchase honorable mention.
ers selected to
Lady Tiger senior forward DelanPaducah
da Olive (8.8 ppg) and junior
The
2001-02
guard Sherrie Sexton (10.7 ppg)
Sun
also received votes, as did CalAll-Purchase
which
lowayjunior_guard Felisha Prescott
was announced
(9.2 ppg) and senior forward Whittoday.
ney Ragsdale (13.2 ppg).
Adlich
In her sixth
The remainder of the 10-memyear at MHS, Cadwell Rimer guid- ber All-Purchase Team consists of
ed the- Lady Tigers___10 a
Ka.la_ Morton. and Kristen Reeves
record, the Fourth District regu- of
Marshall
lar-season title and an appearance County, Jennifer
in the First Region Tournament, McElya and Jenfalling to eventual champion Graves nifer McSparin
County in the quarterfinals.
of Heath, JackGraves County senior forward ie Wagner of St.
Lindsey Conn earned Player of Mary and Nadia
the Year honors, scoring 20.8 points Sensing of Fulper game.
ton City.
The 5-9 Murray State signee
Also collectjoined Murray senior center Paige ing
honorable
Adlich and Mayfield junior for- mention
were
ward Jan Dodson in grabbing Asso- Emily Lane of
ciated Press all-state honorable St. Mary, Jessie Fox, Katee
File Photo
mention.
Buchanan and Katie Shelbourne
The 6-1 Adlich finished as the of Lone Oak, April Taulbee of TOP COACH...Murray High Lady Tiger head coach Rechelle
runner-up to Cornn, averaging a Carlisle County and Emily Story Cadwell Turner was named Coach of the Year by her peers
for leading MHS to a 22-8 record in 2001-02.
double-double of 17 points and 12 of Ballard Memorial.

Taylor Cowles named WM coach
BOWLING •GREEN, Ky. (AP) - Mary
Taylor Cowles, a former Miss Basketball
who guided Western Kentucky to four NCAA
tournament appearances from 1988-91, was
named the new head coach of the Lady Toppers on Monday.
Taylor Cowles, 33. replaces Shawn Campbell, who resigned on Feb. 21 after athletics director Wood Selig indefinitely suspended
him for his on-court behavior. Campbell
earned five technical fouls and two ejections

before his suspension and subsequent resignation.
Taylor Cowles joined the Western Kentucky coaching staff in 1995, serving under
her former coach, Paul Sanderford. Two seasons later, she was promoted to associate
head coach under Sanderford*s successor,
Steve Small, who retired in June 2001.
She became the director of basketball operations in the summer of 2001. before resigning in September.

Taylor Cowles,' a Benton native and Marshall County High School product, was named
Kentucky's Miss Basketball in 1987. She
was named to the Kentucky High School
Athletics Association's Hall of Fame in 2000.
During her playing career at Western Kentucky, Taylor Cowles scored 1,072 points.
She finished her career ranked in the top 10
in four of Western Kentucky's_ career statistical lists, including rebounds(600)and blocked
shots (45).

Temple poses
problems for
UAL in NIT

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo

HOLDING ON...A Calloway County running back has a firm grip on the football as he meets the resistance of a
bag held by Laker assistant coach Josh McKee!. The drill is part of the CCHS squad's spring practice, which began
last week.

Mizzou, UCLA remember Edney's buzzer beater
COLUMBIA, Mo.(AP)- Missouri isn't troubled by memories
of Tyus Edney.
When the 12th seed in the West
Regional plays UCLA in the round
of 16 on Thursday night. it'll be
the first meeting between the teams
since Edney's length-of-the-court
dash in the second round of the
1995 tournament. His buzzer-beating basket allowed the top-rated
Bruins to escape with a 75-74 victory.

So much time has passed since , lot of people from Missouri, I
Sophomore forward Travon
then that nobody on the Tigers guess."
Bryant also is from Long Beach,
has given that layup, one of the
Backup point guard Wesley and he's seen Edney during the
most devastating moments in school Stokes went to the same high summer. Edney, after failing in a
history, any thought.
school as Edney, Long Beach Poly, few NBA stops. is the point guard
Center Arthur Johnson and for- and both played for the same and averaging 17.8 points and four
ward Rickey Paulding, both soph- coach. But Stokes didn't know assists in 14 games with Benetomores, were seventh-graders in about the play until- after decid- ton Basket in Italy.
Detroit when Edney victimized Mis- ing to go to Missouri.
"I remember cheering for UCLA
souri.
"It really doesn't mean a whole when he made that 'shot," Bryant
"I've heard a lot about it since lot to anybody on this team," said. "Pretty much. I didn't know
I got here." Johnson said. "But it Stokes said. "I don't think it's that much about Missouri back
doesn't affect me like it affects a going to happen again."
then."

By CHRIS DUNCAN
Cards vs. Temple
AP Sports Writer
Date: Today
Tipotf: 6 p m CST
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- An
Site: Freedom Hall
experienced point guard. Two physRecords: Temple (16-14),
ical, 6-foot-10 interior players. A
Louisville t19-12)
collection of zone defenses that
Series Record: Temple leads, 3-1
Last Meeting: Temple 67, Louisville 44,
creates turnovers and forces good
Feb. 2, 1997, in Philadelphia
shooting.
Coaches: John Chaney (447-180, 20th
Temple has just about everyseason, 672-252 30th season overall),
Temple, Rick Pitino (19-12. test season.
thing that's given Louisville prob371-136. 16th season overall). Louisville
lems this season. If the Cardinals
Probable Starting Lineups:
can't handle them this time, their
Temple: F-Alex Wesby, 11 1 ppg, 58
season will end.
rpg F-Ron Rollerson. 3.3 ppg, 42 rpg
C-Kevin Lyde. 8.4 mg. 8.2 rpg. G-David
Louisville (19-12) play host to
Hawkins, 15.1 ppg. 5.8 rpg. G-Lynn Greer,
the Owls (16-14) Tuesday in the
23.1 ppg, 4.3 apg.
second round of the National InviLouisville: F-Ellis Myles, 9.1 ppg, 9.4
rpg. F-Erik Brown, 8.8 ppg, 3.4 rpg. Ftation Tournament.
Joseph N'Sima, 2.5 ppg, 4.3 rpg. GCoupled with a matchup, with
Reece Gaines. 21,2 ppg, 3.9 rpg. 0plodding, patient Princeton in the
Bryant Northern, 7.3 ppg, 1.9 apg.
first round, Louisville coach Rick
Pitino has had a nightmarish week play against a wing player, you
of game plans and preparations.
can force him to the baseline and
"If you polled 100 coaches in cut down the area of the court,
the tournaments, and asked them what I call closing the window
the two teams you wouldn't want down.
to play in the first two rounds,
-It's tough to close the win99 percent of them would come dow down on a point guard, because
up with Princeton and Temple," Piti- he plays in the middle. Greer is
no said.
as good as it gets."
Nearly every team that's beatFreshman point guard Carlos
en Louisville this season has had
Hurt made a surprise appearance
a quick, penetrating point guard
in last week's 66-65 win over
who cut into the heart of the CarPrinceton, and Pitino said he'll
dinals' defense.
Pitino ranks Temple's Lynn play again on Tuesday. Hurt had
Greer as the best point guard back surgery in January, and PitiLouisville has faced,and he's dread- no didn't expect him back until
ing what the 6-2 senior might do next season.
The 6-1 Louisville Moore High
against his defense.
Greer hit six 3-pointers and School product had six points in
scored 37 points in the Owls' 81- 10 minutes against the Tigers, and
75 win over Fresno State in the Pitino said he'll need Hurt's scoring and skills against Temple's
first round.
"He poses a huge threat for us sticky zone defenses.
"He's still going to be out of
because of the defense we've played
on point guards. When they beat shape, but each day that goes by,
their man. it's very difficult because he's getting better and better," Pitithere are so many things they can no said. "He's way overweight,
create, because they play in the but we needed him (against Princemiddle," Pitino said. "When you ton), and he gave us a lift."
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Blue Devils have I OCOMED0ala
5 00.
experience edge

BLUE DEVILS IN BLUEGRASS...Carlos Boozer and his Duke
teammates will bank on their NCAA Tournament experience
during the South Regional in Lexington, Ky.
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DURHAM, N.C. (AP)'- How streak, while Krzyzewski is 58-14
many points is experience worth - the best winning percentage
in the NCAA tournament?
among active coaches and second
Duke hopes it's enough to get only to John Wooden of UCLA.
the program to another Final Four.
Krzyzewski's leadership is not
The five starters for the top-seed- lost on his players heading to
ed and defending national cham- Rupp Arena in Lexington, Ky.,
pion Blue Devils(31-3) have played this week.
a combined 41 postseason games
"He knows how to prepare, how
heading into Duke's South Region- to read his team, when to keep
al semifinal against Indiana on them loose and when to tighten
Thursday night.
everything up." Mike Dunleavy
While Indiana i.s another one said. "To have a leader like that
of college basketball's storied pro- to take you through something like
grams, the Hoosiers(22-11) haven't the NCAA tournament - I'm not
been this far in the NCAAs in going to say it makes it easy eight years.
but it certainly helps."
And the two other teams in the
Duke's experience goes beyond
bracket are even less experienced. its coach and players. After five
Pittsburgh's last round of 16 game straight Sweet 16 trips, Krzyzewswas in 1974, while Kent State ki's support staff runs offcourt
never made it before.
issues like a well-oiled machine.
"Experience has something to
"This is a time of distractions,"
do with winning," Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski said."They are not necKrzyzewski said Monday. "We've essarily meant to be bad distracbeen in tough situations where if tions, but people are excited about
you don't do well on that exchange the tournament.
down the court, that may be it.
"More people want to see it,
And our kids have pretty much more ,people want to talk to you,
produced under pressure for us. more people want tickets, more peoThat's worth a lot."
ple want things If you already
Duke's recent NCAA numbers have the people around you that
are impressive.
understand how to satisfy the needs
The Blue Devils are 18-3 in of the people who want and take
their last 21 NCAA games and care of them properly, then you
are riding an eight-game winning are well ahead of the game."

Sugg to determine Richardson's fate
LITTLE ROCK (AP)- Nolan Richardson the end of the meeting.
supplied a stack of documents that he hoped
At a 5 p.m. news conference carried live
would persuade University of Arkansas Sys- on television, Richardson said he believed
tem president B. Alan Sugg to reverse a deci- Sugg was "unaware of the ... evidence that
sion to dismiss Richardson as Razorbacks bas- would discount the recommendation" of White
ketball coach.
to buy out Richardson's pact. White announced
Sugg and Richardson met for three hours the buyout March I after
Monday to discuss Richardson's attempt to consulting with athletic direcstop the termination of his $1.03 million-a- tor Frank Broyles.
year contract.
Richardson said he was
Later, the former coach released the uni- certain that Sugg was "under
versity documents - more than 100 pages - tremendous pressure to uphold
that he said made his case that Sugg and the this earlier decision to terchancellor held him in good standing less than minate me."
two weeks before his contract was terminatHis lawyer John Walker
ed.
said he was hopeful Sugg
Sugg said he would take a day or two to would be fair in the face of
decide whether to overturn Chancellor John a "very strong athletic direc- Richardson
A. White's decision to buy out the last six tor with a reputation for outlasting presidents
years of Richardson's contract for $500,000 a and chancellors." .
year.
"I do not believe that it will be easy deci"I'm still in the process of reviewing Dr. sion," Walker said.
White's decision to terminate," Sugg said at
When announcing the buyout March I,

White said Richardson had said publicly and
privately that he wanted to be bought out.
Richardson has since said he wants to remain
as coach on the Fayetteville campus.
At the news conference Monday, Richardson said his departure left him "totally hurt
inside."
"The pain hasn't gone away," he said, his
wife Rose standing behind him.
He made several references to "my team"
and also indicated that Broyles did not give
him and his team the necessary support to
have a chance to win the Southeastern Conference tournament.
"All that I've ever asked was that the University of Arkansas give me a chance." Richardson said. "When I had the chance. I delivered for 17 years."
The coach suggested that some of his words
were pleas for support.
At the Arkansas system offices immediately after discussions with Sugg, the coach said
the pair had a good meeting.
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MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Semifinal wini,ers 8 18 p m
NCAA TOURNAMENT
SOUTH REGIONAL
THE NIT
At Rupp Arena
Lexington, Ky.
Semifinals
Thursday
Duke (31-3) vs Indiana (22-11), 638 pm
Kent State (29-5) vs Pittsburgh (29-5), 30
minutes following previous game
Championship
Saturday
Semifinal winners
WEST REGIONAL
At The Compaq Center
San Jose, Calif.
Semifinals
Thursday
Oklahoma (29-4) vs Arizona (24-9). 655
pm
UCLA (21-11) vs Missouri (23-11), 30 minutes following previous game
Championship
Saturday
Semifinal winners
EAST REGIONAL
At The Carrier Dome
Syracuse, N.Y.
Semifinals
Friday
Southern Illinois (28-7) vs Connecticut (266). 638 p.m
Maryland (28-4) vs Kentucky (22-9). 25
minutes after previous game
Championship
Sunday
Semifinal winners
MIDWEST REGIONAL
At The Kohl Center
Madison. Wis,
Semifinals
Friday
Oregon (25-8) vs Texas (22-11), 6:55 pm
Kansas (31-3) vs Illinois (26-8), 25 minutes after previous game
Championship
Sunday
Semifinal winners
THE FINAL FOUR
At The Georgia Dome
Atlanta
National Semifinals
March 30
East champion vs Midwest champion
South champion vs West champion
NOTE. First game scheduled for 5:07
p m. with the second game to start 40 minutes after the first.
National Championship
April 1

Opening Round
March 12
Bali State 98, South Florida 92
Saint Joseph's 73. George Mason 64
Montana State 77. Utah State 69
March 13
Richmond 74, Wagner 67. OT
Dayton 80, Detroit 69
Vanderbilt 59, Houston 50
Louisiana Tech 83. Louisiana-Lafayette 63
Tennessee Tech 64. Georgia State 62
First Round
March 12
Louisville 66, Pnnceton 65
UNLV 96 Arizona State 91
March 13
Syracuse 76. Saint Bonaventure 66
South Carolina 74, Virginia 67
Minnesota 96. New Mexico 62
LSU 63. Iowa 61
Temple 81. Fresno State 75
March 14
Butler 81, Bowling Green 69
Villanova 84, Manhattan 69
Yale 67, Rutgers 65
Memphis 82. UNC-Greensboro 62
BYU 78, DC-Irvine 55
March 15
Ball State 78. Saint JosiatiFs 34"
Tennessee Tech 68, Dayton 59
Louisiana Tech 83, Vanderbilt 68
March 16
Richmond 63. Montana State 48
Second Round
Monday
Syracuse 66. Butler 65, OT
Richmond 67. Minnesota 66
Today
Temple (16-14) at Louisville (19-12), 6 p.m
Tennessee Tech (26-6) at Yale (21-10), 630
p.m.
Louisiana Tech (22-9) at Villanova (18-12),
6 30 p.m
Ball State (22-11) at LSU (19-14), 7 p.m
UNLV (21-10) at South Carolina (19-14), 8
p.m.
Wednesday
BYU (18-11) at Memphis (23-9), 630 p.m.
Third Round
March 20-22
Syracuse (22-11) vs. Richmond (22-13)
Ball State-LSU winner vs. UNLV-South Carolina winner
Temple-Louisville winner vs. Louisiana Tech.
Villanova winner
Tennessee Tech-Yale winner vs BYU-Memphis winner

KEEP SCORE WITH THE
LEDGER & TIMES - CALL
753-1916 To SUBSCRIBE

12-POINT MAINTENANCE YOUR MOWER CAN STAY AT HOME FOR...
"SERVICING THE MAYFIELD AREA."
Now get complete

DEER4,

2. Clean engine

professional mower

1. Inspect belts for
wear, adjust tension-

maintenance..,

3. Replace spark
plug(s), adjust gap

at your convenience,
at your home.

4. Inspect or
replace air filter

Ser•A‘

With Ready-To-Mow; our John Deere
5. Check
battery voltage
and continuity

technician will service whatever brand
ville 44,

of walk-behind mower or lawn tractor
:0, 20th
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season:
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you own, right at your doorstep. Your

6. Change and
dispose of oil
and replace filter

equipment will run better. Last longer.
And start easier. And be sure to ask us
•

to bring out a mower or line trimmer to

ifiA411

service your other lawn-care equip-

8. Test operation of
brakes, carburetor
and transmission

ment, including trimmers, blowers
and chain saws. Even change tractor
attachments for you. (Repair work
available at additional cost.) Call us

12. Check
tire tread
and pressure

now for an appointment.

10. Scrape built-up
debris from under
mower deck

11. Test operation of
safety systems

9. Sharpen blades, check
balance and straightness
to avoid vibration

WE SERVICE ALL MAKES AND MODELS
www.readytomow.corn

Mower maintenance you can feel at home with:"
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goes by,
cr." Piti•rweight.
t Princelift."

7. Grease axle
and mower
spindles

,

try while we're there. We can also
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02000-21 25318

GREEN CARPET SERVICE AVAILABLE 24/7.
AFTER HOUR SERVICE CALL: 1-866-HUTSONAG

Monday-Friday

MAYFIELD
1201 Fulton Road •800-247-4457

7:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

www.hutsonsag.com
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Saturday
7:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
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Mother, daughter duo The Judds
reunite to perform fundraiser
FORT CAMPBELL,Ky.(AP)
Wynonna and Naomi Judd sang
before a crowd of nearly 500 soldiers and family members at the
Officers Wives Club at Fort
Campbell.
Laurie Batule, event chairwoman, said the Very Important
Charity Event fund-rniser on
Saturday night event raised $40,000
or more.
Past goals have been $12,000 and
$25,000, Batule said.
"This is certainly a record-breaker," she said.
In October, Wynonna sang the
national anthem at a Fort Campbell
High School football game and performed a free concert. Naomi's
appearance was a surprise. It was
her first trip to the post.
•
Wynonna said her appearances

soldiers from Fort Campbell are
deployed.
"From all of us out here in
Afghanistan and to all of our families — thank you," he said.
Wynonna first gained fame with
soother Naomi as The Judds. The
Ashland natives' first album, "The
Judds," was released in 1984. In
1991, Wynonna pursued a solo
career.
"Wynonna has been so good to us
in the past, so we invited her back.
She's a great American, and she
wants to support us because she's
from this area," Batule said.
The OWC is a nonprofit organization that raises money for yearly
scholarships and welfare disbursements that benefit soldiers and civilians throughout the community.

Wynonna has been
so good to us in the past,
so we invited her back.
She's a great American,
and she wants to support
us because she's from
this area.

PI
— Laurie Batule
were the least she could do for a military' community that has loved ones
fighting wars so far from home.
During Saturday's concert, a call
came in from Col. Frank Wiercinski,
who is the Task Force Rakkasan
commander in Afghanistan, where

SNAPPER SALE!

10 HP Electric Start

10 HP Electric Start
28" HNac Deck
w/Grass Catcher

30" Deck
Reg $1649 00

NOW $1449w

14.5 HP, 38" Twin Blade Deck, Headlights,
4-Ply Tires •

Reg. $1859.00

NOW

$14490°

Reg. $2,299 00
$ 1 79900
NOW

CE=1:71

4...,
-`)SNAPPER
Your Authorized Snapper Dealer

200 East Main Street • 753-8201
to

Scam artists OnCampus
selling
MSU's ASSE
ineffective present first
Cyber Warfare
chemicals memorial
topic of MSU
scholarship
telecommunication
donation
lecture

State received a $1.5 million award
from the Hughes Institute in 2000,
one of the largest amounts the institute awarded.

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Like
mosquitoes and dandelions, vendors selling bogus home and garden chemicals have reappeared
with the coming of spring in
Kentucky, the state Department of
Agriculture has reported.
The Department's Division of
Pesticide Regulation is receiving
an increasing number of complaints from consumers that people are selling them ineffective
chemicals over the phone,
Agriculture Commissioner Billy
Ray Smith said.
"These vendors make deceptive claims about their products
and offer them for more than they
are worth," Commissioner Smith
said. "Consumers need to understand that, if something looks too
good to be true, it usually is."
The people selling these products often claim that they will kill
whatever pest you may have, no
matter what it is," explained John
-McCauley, director of the
Division of Pesticide Regulation.
"They also will say their product
will kill the pest without affecting
whatever you may want to save.
Either of these claims should be
red flags for consumers that they
may not be getting what they're
paying for."
Consumers should try to find
out:
•The products' EPA registration
number.
•The product's active ingredients
and the percentages of each.
•The number of square feet or
acres the product will cover.
•Complete directions for use of
the product.
•The company's name, address,
and telephone number.
•The seller's Kentucky license
number.
To register a complaint or
check to see whether a product is
registered for use in Kentucky,
contact Ken Franks by telephone
at (502) 564-7274 or by e-mail at
ken.franks@kyagr.com.

It's not just a line of credit.
It's a lifeline.

DES PLANES, III. — The
Murray State University (MSU)
Student Section of the American
Society of Safety Engineers(ASSE)
recently donated $285 to the
"America Responds Fund", a
memorial student scholarship established by the ASSE Foundation honoring the ASSE members lost in the
Sept. 11 attacks.
This is the first donation made by
an ASSE student section Since Sept.
11, ASSE members have raised
almost $6,000 for the "America
Responds Fund" in addition to
donating to other ASSE Foundation
scholarships.
"Our student members worked
diligently to raise these funds in
memory of those who fell victim to
the Sept. 11 attacks," said David
Fender, Ed. D, CSP, MSU Student
Section advisor and MSU professor.
"Our thoughts and -prayers are with
the families, friends and coworkers
of the lost ASSE members."
The MSU ASSE Student Section,
part of the ASSE Purchase Area
Chapter, has over 70 student members. Visit http://campus.murraystate.edu/org/safety.engineers/as
se.htm for more information on the
student section on how one can join
and participate in addition to finding
safety career information.

MSU chemistry
grad to hold
lecture

Lt. Col. (ret.) Martin R. Stytz,
U.S. Air Force, will be at Murray
State University on Monday, March
25, presenting a lecture. The topic of
Stytz's talk is "Cyber Warfare."
This is the third in the "Current
Concepts in Telecommunications"
series being hosted by the Center for
Telecommunications
Systems
Management at MSU.
Stytz, is a graduate of the U.S.
Air Force Academy with a U.S. in
political science. He has master's
degrees from Central Missouri State
University in political science and
the University of Michigan in computer information and control engineering. Stytz earned a doctorate in
computer science and engineering
from the University of Michigan.
In addition to 14 years of military
service in the US's Air Force, Stytz
is ,a former associate _professor of
computer science and engineering—at
the Air Force Institute of
Technology and was the chief principal research scientist and engineer
at the Air Force Research
Laboratory.
Stytz's talk will be in the Curd
Auditorium of the Martha Layne
Collins Center for Industry and
Technology on the Murray State
University campus at 7 p.m. The
public is invited and there is no
charge
Additional information may be
obtained by calling the Center for
Telecommunications
Systems
Management at Murray State
University at(270)762-3987.

Murray State University will
host a lecture delivered by one of its
distinguished chemistry graduates
on Monday, March 25, at 3:30 p.m.
in 320 Blackburn Science Bldg. on
campus. Dr. Gary Wallis.
A 1970 chemistry graduate, he is
Murray State University will
now the chief technical officer and host an Adults Belong in College
vice president of entertainment (ABC)Information Night for adults
imaging for the Eastman Kodak Co. or non-traditional students who are
Wallis will be speaking on interested in learning more about
"Technologies for Hollywood."
enrolling in college and earning a
Wallis will be speaking at the degree. The workshop will be held
second
annual
Distinguished Thursday, March 28,6-9 p.m. in the
Chemistry Alumni Seminar in honor Curris Center Mississippi Room.
of Dr Howell Clark, former long- • The workshop is sponsored by
time professor of chemistry at the MSU Community College and is
Murray State.
designed specifically for persons
The seminar is being sponsored who may have waited for a few
by the MSU department of chem- years after high school to enroll in
istry and a grant from the Howard college or those who may be returnHughes Medical Institute. Murray ing to college following a break in
their studies.
ABC Information Night is free to
anyone who would like to attend.
Information will be available concerning student financial aid, admission procedures, evening degrees
and campus resources.
Due to limited space, reservations should be made by March 27
(SPECIAL)— Men and women both
by calling 762-2392 locally or )have the hormones testosterone and es800-669-7654 toll free.
trogen in a balance that gives each sex its
levet:five characteristics. As men age,their
hormone balance changes,resulting in prostate concerns which can affect sexual health.
As men grow older,their testosterone is
increasingly converted to estrogen and
dihydrotestosterone (DHT) by the enzymes aromatase and 5-alpha reductase,
resulting in a dramatically higher ratio of
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Last year,
estrogen to testosterone. In fact, most
estrogen in the male body originates as tes- 129 Calloway County volunteers
tosterone and is the resukofthis breakdown. collected 166 bags of trash, recyA new all natural product called cled 12 abandoned appliances and
PROSTROLTm 50 PLUS has recently collected 932 used tires during the
Resources
and
become available that helps men maintain Natural
proper hormone balance and optimal pros- Environmental Protection Cabinet's
tate health. PROSTROL 50 PLUS inhibits Commonwealth Cleanup Week. To
the'action ofaromatase and 5-alpha reduc- thank citizens for their participatase, the enzymes involved in the conver- tion, the cabinet has invited the
sion oftestosterone to estrogen and DHT. county to assist in its promotional
PROSTROL 50PLUS helps men maintain efforts for Commotiwealth Cleanup
a healthy testosterone level, a vigorous Week 2002.
sexual potential and general well-being.
On Saturday from 11 am.-2 p.m.
According to a spokesperson, radio station 103.7 WFGE-FM will
PROSTROL 50 PLUS contains key ingre- broadcast live from the Wal-Mart
dients revealed in the best selling new book store in Murray. Listeners and reticalled "ThePromote Cure.,"* PROSTROL dents may visit the store and sign
50 PLUS is available without prescription up for this year's Commonwealth
at pharmacies and nutrition stores or call 1- Cleanup project. Prizes will be
800-729-8446. www.hcdsales.com
handed out. Sign up sheets will be
PROSTROL 50 PLUS is available at:
available and volunteers will be
HONEY TREE NATURAL FOODS
assigned a specific location to clean
1304-G Chestnut St.• 753-3461
up during Commonwealth Cleanup
•Neither the authors or publishers of this book base
Week which ends March 30.
It) rissnership interest. have not endorsed. or been
asked to endorse this product
For more information, call
Calloway County Solid Waste
these statements hose not been evaluated in the FDA.
Prostrol 50 Plus is not intended to diagnose. treat, cure
Coordinator Rita Burton at 759or prevent an) disease c2000 GCMG
3549-

Calloway
selected for
Cleanup promo

It's fast. It's easy. And a prime rate makes it smart credit. Home improvements.
Car repairs Unexpected tax bills. A home equity line of credit is an ideal way to handle
almost any expense that comes up. And it's a smart way to pay for things too - with
a low interest rate, the potential for tax-deductible interest, and no closing costs.
Credit card or check access provides additional
convenience. To apply, see your local Union Planters Bank.

A Home Equity
Line of Credit from
Union Planters

c0,0*
4.7...)ApR
Prime all the time.'
No closing costs.

www.unionplanters.com
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( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street•753-5606
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ABC Information
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Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any
error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made
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Help Wanted

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPH)
81 LYNN
15 years service
270-753-1001

Family Haircare Salon would like to
. welcome hack our _...
..

sr-r-v -u."

ylr_
Renee Howard
She will be available on
Tuesdays & Thursdays only.

›c› Family Haircare 4==.<
506 Suite C N. 12th St.(located behind Subway
Oh mpic Plaia. Murray • 753-0512

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
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Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

NCI
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
13ISIP'LAILY AIDS
87.00 Column huh,
, Discount 2nd Run,
40'i Discount 3rd Run.
Ads Must R, Wthn t; Du), 11 nxi
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

PANE AI'S
68.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
too extra for Shopper 1Tues.Claxxifiecis go into Shopping (iuide WO extra for blind box aria
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call Tammy or Amanda at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave,
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
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No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

Your

and II
Headquarters

•Caps •J'Ickets
•Shirts •Warmups
•Diecast 'License Plates
*Coffee Cups
AND MUCH,
MUCH MORE!

EASLEY
cassigaitats

s7s7..so
500 N. 4TH ST. • MURRAY (Next to Boesky Set. a Ant.)
Hours: 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mo..-Sat.

060

**STARSEARCH**
"2002"

Help Wanted

Singers, bands, and vocal
groups. All styles/ages.
Major record label seeking
new artists. Coming to
Paducah, KY.

EXPERIENCED TRUCK
DRIVER
Full time with benefit package. Must meet DOT qualifications & certification &
possess a Class A CDL
731-427-2639
Experience in oversize
731-427-9514
loads a must. Ability to operate agricultural machinery a plus. MVR & drug
screen required. Please
Lost and Found
mail. fax, or e-mail resume
and salary requirements to
THIS space is reserved
Hutson's Ag Equipment,
the day might come.
1201 Fulton Road, Hwy
Your pet has strayed
45 South. Mayfield, KY
can't find its way home. 42066. Fax# 270-247e5990.
Just give us a call, we'll mail:dgrenda hutsonag.c
be glad to help,
Om. Subject: Truck Driver
Your loved one we'll
GIVE Me 5 hours of your
try to find,
week and you can make
'Cause we all have Furry
$250 to $1500 plus 1-800
or Feathered Friends,
745-4418 for more info
Here at the
HELP Wanted
Ledger & Times.
Outside Sales Rep
Inside Sales
Call 753-1916
Very good, paid plan
Call 767-9080 Or
Fax 767-9080
060
Help Wanted
BRASS LANTERN
RESTAURANT,
IN AURORA. KY PARTTIME EVENING EMPLOYMENT FOR SALAD BAR
PERSON, SERVERS,
BUS PERSONS AND
KITCHEN WORKERS
CALL CAROL AT 4742773 FOR AN
APPOINTMENT
CLEANING service
seeking a few good people Quick advancements
and can lead to supervisor
placement. Apply by appointments only Call Beverly
759-4222.
leave
name, phone number and
message for calling_
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
No experience needed
First year drivers with
Werner earn $700+ per
week plus great benefits
Training is now available
in your area Get your career in gear Call today toll
free 1-800-242-7364

MANAGEMENT TEAM
2 person team to manage
mini storage facility,
Clarksville, TN Apt furnished Permanent position Send resume to P 0
Box 9056, Evansville IN
47724
NEEDED Summer em
ployees, kitchen help from
June 1st thru August 2nd
Johnathan Creek Baptist
Camp Call 354-8355
Part Time Housekeepers
needed for resort facilities
Must have car and be detail oriented Call Susan at
436-2345
PT Merchandiser servicing
local Murray area grocery
stores Fax resume 1-800622-1197
PT person needed to perform various duties in
small resort restaurant
Must be dependable Call
Susan at 270-436-2345
ROUTE Salesperson
needed Good driving
record a must
Women encouraged
753-9094

150

060
Help Wanted

Artielss
ForSikt

T&C Lumber Now Accept
ing Applications for sales
counter help and loaders.
Apply in person 53 N
Main Benton Ky across
from Pizza Hut No Phone
Calls.

BIRDFEEDERS and hous
es Also bat & butterfly
boxes, squirrel feeders,
ect. Very high quality western cedar. 206 E Poplar,
one block east of 4th &
Poplar. Can't miss the
place!
FREE
Dish Network Satellite system, installed free. Top 50
programming for only
$22.99 per month. Call for
more information. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite at
877-455-0901
MACHINE quilting
$31 50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
OVER 5,000 Movies for
sale Some as low as 50
cents each 753-7670

help Wanted

TA

SiN
tCATTLE CO FIE
STEAKS - RIBS- SPIRITS
Kuttawa, KY

NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS
Looking for experienced cooks, grill cooks,
and expediters. Also experienced servers
•
and -Server assiStants.
'Please apply in person.
Hwy. 62, Exit 40 off 1-24
between the hours of 9-5, Monday-Friday

IMMEDIATE OPENING
Available for part-time RN. LPN or Certified
Medical Assistant(CMA)for busy physician's
Office. Please bring or send resume by:

Primary
MEDICAL CENTER
tiretyrarate•horredar&ost-wiiiris

300 South 8th Street, Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071

RESTAURANT
MANAGER NEEDED
Successful applicant will need to be
able to control labor cost, food cost.
service times and food quality.
Compensation will depend on experience and qualifications. Must be able to
work anytime. Apply in person at Sonie
of Murray, 217 S. 12th St. and ask for
Richard. No phone calls please.

CERTIFIED X-RAY
TECHNICIAN NEEDED
Certified X-Ray Technician needed for
busy physician's office. Experience necessary. Competitive Salary and Benefit
Package offered. Send or bring resume by:

Primary iiP
MEDICAL CENTER
TheityProalz*Itereefiesticer•figeekr

300 South 8th Street, Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071
INDUSTRIAL NURSE
Local area manufacturer has immediate opening for Industrial Nurse in
its Safety and First Aid area. Prefer
candidate with BS/RN degree, ability to work independently with
hands-on experience in industrial
setting. Requires documentation
skills and computer literacy. Send
resume in confidence to:
Personnel Manager
Emerson Tool Company
P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242
E.O.E.

CERTIFIED LAB
TECHNICIAN NEEDED
Certified Lab Technician needed for busy
physician's office. Experience necessary. Must
have knowledge of CL1A regulations.
Competitive Salary and Benefit Package
offered. Send or bring resume bv

Primary rY,11
e

NURSES AIDE
Prelen-ed experience
hut will train
someone who would
enjoy u orking with
the elderly. Pleasant
atmosphere. good
working conditions.
Air/4y in person
Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium %lea ()Mc
Mumn. KY
SERIOUS People to Work
at HOME PART/ FULL
TIME 800-297-5306
WANTED
experienced
landscape foreman to
work full time on a busy
crew to oversee the completion of landscape maintenance projects This will
consist of loading the truck
each day with the materials needed for the completion of that days work. You
need a clean driving record and a willingness to
work hard with crew of 2
people You will need to
interact with the customer
occasionally and answer
questions they may have.
Apply at Rolling Hills Nursery with a resume
100
Business
Opportunity
BUSINESS For Sale:
Loose Bruce Hotdog Caboose 2 carts, 2 vans, Inventory. $16,500 Firm.
Serious Inquires Only.
435-4314. 5pm-7pm.
LOCAL Business man
seeks venture capitalist
Thirteen years in business,
Good payment record.
759-4180 or 759-4507 Ask
for Ron.

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713
160
thims Furnishings
RECLINERS. bedding.
and furniture on sale,
Carraway Furniture
753-1502

OFFICE Building for ren
or lease. 4,500 s f unde
roof 753-9562

Apartments For Rent
1 Bedroom - Effiency
Washer&Dryer No Pets.
starting at $200/month
767-9037
1 Br, all appl turn., Dui
guid Dr Coleman Re 7594418
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606.
1BR Apartment, available
Dec. 1st. Close to campus
No pets. 753-5980.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. Mur
Cal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR APT for rent. All appliances. Pets allowed.
$335/mo. Call 436-6291.
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118

NEWLY decorated lb
Apt. Free standing 411
1/2 S. 8th St. $220 per
month plus $300 security
deposit. 474-2520.
Nice 2 bedroom, unfurnished apartment, near
shopping center & bank
NO PETS Deposit and
rent $375 Call 753-2967
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts.
1, 2 & 3br, apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO

1 Bedroom Trailer, $2.000
Cash only, no checks 4896161

MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
•Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
Size Units
Available

All

2 Bedroom, 1
Bath
$300/month plus deposit
753-9826

753-3853

commerical prop. for rent
3BR New Concord area
W & D hookup 5300 rent, 1100 sq ft office area with
$300 deposit Phone 753- 2 bathrooms in Spruce St
1308
Industrial Park
FOR rent house in counCall 753-5976
try, 2 bedroom Call 4374419
RENT-2-OWN
2 - 4 Bedroom houses.
Potential owner financing
753-4109

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair Housing Act Notice
1997 7810 J.D. MFWD
Tractor, 890 hr. Dual &
weights, all the extras. Call
(270)492-8192

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

KW. MUIR.
0••001T1100,

All real estate advertised herein is subject to
the Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation
or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national
origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale'.
rental or advertising of real estate based of factors in addition to those protected under federal law.

AKC Boxer Baby's, we are
Bonafide, ready
now
Champion bloodline 270489-6133/270-474-8083
REGISTERED choc lab
puppies male & female
$150
731-247-5142
BOXER Pups, AKC. 5
males, 3 females, fawn
and white. adorable $525
527-8162 call after 5pm
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
FREE to good home 4yrs.
all shots 759-0196
and
PYGMY
fainting
goats Babies and adults
15 inch Dakota Barrel saddle with new pad $225
382-2485
RABBITS For Sale.
New Zealand Whites. also
Breeding stock,
Lops
pets. and meat. Will dress.
753-8101

14X70 3br, 2 bath with
C/h/a $5,500
14x60 2br, 1 bath $2,895
437-4465
We will not knowingly accept any advertising
1983 14x70, 2Br. 1 bath.
for real estate which is in violation of the law.
appliances Must move
All persons are hereby informed that all
$7,200 0130 354-8875
1997 Fleetwood 16x80
dwellings advertised are available on an equal
KELLERS
3br, 2 bath, 2 decks,
opportunity basis.
COMPUTER PLACE.
washer/ dryer, electric
NEW computers $799 up. pole $16,000 270-354For further assistance with Fair Housing
Upgrades & Repairs
9511
Advertising requirements. contact N AA
Internet Service.
HM & Sons Mobile Home
&Supplies
Counsel Rene P. Milani.(703) 648- 1000.
On 121S
Mover 20 yrs experience
436-5933.
Licensed & insured in Ken16 H. racking mayor. reg
furnished
apt
tucky, Tennessee & Illi- 1BR
9a.m.-7p.m
istered, 10 yr. old. Has
410
nois Call Herbert Miller $225/mo $100 deposit No
Mon-Sat
been trail ridden. 753-2915
Public Sale
pets 121 N next to FairOwner 437-3939
lp.m.-5p.m.
days or 753-4571 after
grounds 753-3139
RELIANCE HOMES
Sun.
5pm.
2 Bedroom duplex at 1304
LOG SIDE HOME
Visai Mastercard_
Drive
Wood
3 br , 2 bath large home. Valley
....„..---.• 7 ....z....
.,..;.
,- 7;Irr -,....,z2,..4-17,74,
MOM COMPUTERS
$375/month 759-4406
Moen faucets throughout
-ALALLAL - imi:11,,i,•
00._:.....aLil
-__/.
-_....
A+ Certified Technician
porcelain sinks. 1 piece fi- 2 Br near MSU C/H/A
On site service.
berglass enclosures, ply- $275 Coleman Re 759759.3556
4118
wood floors. permanent
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
brick foundation. turn key 2BR, 1 bath, with C/H/A,
140
No Pets. $425/month,
Satter:lay,!Vlach 30th At 10:00 AM.
set up (no hidden costs)
Want to Buy
on your lot We also have $425 deposit. 759-9545
affi & Mais &G11 warren farm
lots available $411 00 per 2BR., 1 1/2 bath, covered
im4131411111- "Irtri 10111lir, icy'
ANTIQUES
parking, extremely nice.
month 2 miles N Murray
From Tri City Take Hwy 97 South 1.6 Miles To
Swan Rd. Turn West. Proceed .6 Mile To Lester
Old toys, advertising
Coleman RE 759-4118
Hwy. 641
Rd, Proceed South .8 Mile To The Farm!
items, antique furniture
WANT someone to take 2BR.. edge of town, washScpastiarsamst Giranwesse amass*y
and primitives
over
payment
of er & dryer $335
14 Miles S Of Mayfield • 12 Miles SW Of Murray
We buy 1 or all'
$208/month on a 1996 Coleman RE 759-4118
Call 753-3633 ask
Bedroom,
down2
3
Bath
14x70, 2Br,, 2 bath Must
for Larry
be moved For information stairs apartment. $400 a
Iry rahrem 7rr-mict
month 489-2296
call 759-0519
IFSWiEli 1Csarisesil -1-collaieumisits ISSIIISIS
BUYER of standing timber
Pine & Hardwood Phone What makes SUNSHINE FORREST View ApartEugene Bustle 731-584- HOMES better than the ments 1213 N 16th St.,
.,
rest'? See for yourself at now accepting applications
1177 or 270-519-1322
Arrowhead Home Sales- for 2br townhouses, basic
CASH paid for
3124 Hwy 79N -Pans. TN rent $325/ month Office
good. used guns
(731)641-6900 or Toll free Hours, 10- 2. M-F Call
.,
Benson Sporting Goods.
753-1970. Equal Housing
at 877-754-6900
519 S 12th, Murray
Opportunity.
GOOD used Air ConditionFarmers - Investors - Land Buyers!!
er, refrigerator, stove. carSoutheast Graves Second Bottom Farm
peting 753-4109
Very Geed Farmland!I
,
es Cr
WANTED riding mowers
Some Woodsland - Great Hunting
W1
1
14;
that need work 436-2867
L.11
Selling Regardless Of Price!

( ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION)

"79147 ALICIRES
..s-dspewiris,

150
&nolo!
For Ss
1999 25 horse craftsman
B & S Motor, 48 inch cut
436-5277

tro*Pantr•rwmaimodahr•fresrts

6 Glass display case
Lighted with mirrored sliding doors $225 Phone
753-8428 After 8pm weekdays - anytime weekends

300 South 8th Street, Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071

STORAGE Buildings built
on site Lowest price in
area Call 437-4877

MEDICAL CENTER

Appoints*

Business Rentals

•

D & S Mobile Home Movers
Licensed and Insured

We Move Mobile Homes

270-437-4608
2BR $250 plus deposit
753-8582

EXTRA nice 2br., 1 5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished, W/D 1yr lease. 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905

The Auction Will Be Held On The Farm
Saturday, March 30th At 10:00 A.M.
15%

Down, Balance In 30 Days!

3.74 ACRES OF FIRE CURED TOBACCO BASE
WILL BE AUCTIONED SEPARATE FROM THE LAND!!
EFFECTIVE 2002 SEASON - FSA FARM #5940
AMOUNT INDICATED IS THE 2001 ALLOTMENT
TOBACCO BASE MUST BE PAID FOR IN FULL SALE DAY',
BUYER DIUST MEET GRAVES CO
'
,FN''.5 I STPLILA PONS'

JAMES R. CASH

RC
Call For

7s$ AUCTIONEER1REAL ESTATE IIKKE;
1
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466 "
^r;C
"THE SELLING MACHINEBrochure - www.jamesrcash.com
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FOR
Real Estate and
Personal Contents
Auction
Call
270-753-5086
Of

?7O-3272931

PUBLIC
AUCTION

95 Ford Explorer, Eddie
Bauer, White, 115K miles.
Call after 5pm 753-2452 or
leave message

Sat., March 23
9 a.m.

97 Jeep Grand Cherokee.
leather,
Limited,
CD,
52.xxx miles. One owner
753-4451 Mon.-Fn. Barn5pm or 753-1580 nights
98 Jeep Grand Cherokee,
Limited 5 9, 4x4, loaded,
all leather, all power
42,xxx miles garage kept,
$22,000 OBO 767-0731 or
847-922-6138

ARA Mini
Storage
Duigiud Drive
Units #5, 34, 37,
40 & 43

YARD SALE

Used Cars

YARD SALE

1993 Lumina Euro Sport
Known since new, white.
$1.775 Works perfect
519-0168 or 435-4642

212 Woodlawn
Thurs.,
March 21
7 a.m. til
12 Noon
Clothes, bicycles,
bumper pool tabie.
t v wood blinds.
odds & ends

Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth"
435
Lake Property
69 -acres three miles from
ake in New Concord area.
Good deer & turkey hunting or for building on
$50,000 270-519-1322 or
731-584-1177 night
440
Lots For Sale

1993 Dodge Spirit, 92.xxx
miles, 30 L, V-6.

•

1999 Grand Prix, GT,
75,xxx miles, PW,-PL,
power seats, leather, CD
player. 3.8 V-6, $10.900
OBO 753-5953
2000 Ford Taurus, white
w/gray interior, V-6, auto
76,xxx miles, power everything, tilt cruise $9,500
OBO 759-8804 Nights or
210-4354 Days
4 door, brown 93 Honda
Accord LX, great condition good ac, 5 speed,
manual trans high mileage, $3500 759-1765
93 Ford Econoline Van
$3,500, 78 Chevy Nova
Estate Vehicles 759-0020
I Buy Cars 752-0160

Vans

15 Passenger Ford Club
LOT for sale - approx. 160 Wagon, front & rear heat
x 126 ft. Water and gas and air. Absolutely spotavailable. Gibbs Store Rd. less cond $7,995 (Great
58,000 753-9673
for Church Van') 435-4632
LOTS for sale. Starting at or 559-8510
$11,000. Price includes
water, septic & driveway.
Also land home packages.
Used Trucks
270-43,-4838.
1969 Dodge 1 ton with
450
hoist, 318 V8, 4 speed
Farms For Sale
Runs and drives good
body rough 51.800
FARM For Sale 64 Acres
1957 Ford F-500, 26.xxx
Located in West TN Rolloriginal miles service body
ing wooded hills with sev& PTO winch $1,400 759eral home sites Farm
t094 After 5pm
loaded with deer and other
1985 Chevrolet Silvered°,
wildlife Serious Inquires
pickup, LWB. PS, PB. PW,
Only For Information call
107,xxx miles, $3.000
270-753-7600
OBO 759-1965 week days
460
Homes For Sate

97 DODGE Pickup, Ext.
Cab. 360 Eng. PS, PB. tilt,
automatic, 96,xxx miles,
$7,500 753-6988

2 bedrooms 1 bath in Al
mo. Great starter home o
rental property $27.000
759-9189
1996 DODGE 1/2 TON
3 Br., 1 1/2 bath, w/central/ RAM SPORT, 1500 2Air Gas heat, Appliances WHEEL DRIVE, BLACK,
included. wiout bldg. at WITH LOTS OF EXTRAS,
$50.000 Call after 5pm LOW MILEAGE. 360 V8,
LOADED. EXCELLENT
435-4492 or 759-9705
CAPE Cod 1602 Tabard 3 CON. ASKING $12.000
bedroom, 2 bath Must OR BEST OFFER. 435Call for Appt $122,500 4289 OR 753-2312
753-0090
DUPLEX on Northwood
Boats & Motors
Dr $82,000 759-1315
FOR Sale: 3 BR, 2 B, Cen
tral HVAC, Nothing Down. 18 tt Pro craft fish/ski, lots
905 Southwood Drive 753- of extras, garage kept
489-2296
5561

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100'4 loan, no money
down
•Flexible. forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
rm Puckett • Darren Jones • Jacquelyn Watson

Your Home Improvernenf Headquarters

1996 Monte Carlo 900 tiger Shard jet ski with trail
er and cover Good condi
bon stored inside - adun
ridden $2 500 Phone 753
8428 after 8pm weekdays
anytime weekends
1997 Regal Express Cruis
er 4211 216 hrs Motivated
seeker Call 931-358-0675
BOAT & Trailer 1611 like
new, 40 HP Johnson, w/40
Hrs., lots of extras, 3 yrs
old $4,995 759-1764

1985 Chevy Blazer- 4
Wheel Drive, White, New
Tires. Solid Body, Runs
Good
Sharp
Truck'
$4,500
Call 753-0943
anytime after 9 a m
1988 Toyota 4 Runner 5
speed, air, 4 cyl Red
188 xxx, very dependable
clean $2,950 270-2476124

By Peter

David's Cleaning
Services

ledger a Times
Classifieds

270-753-1916
ADVANCED Mower repair,
tillers, go carts, etc Free
pickup. delivery 436-2867
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction*
Remodeling. Repairs.
Concrete Work.
AGC Certified.
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
New Const Home & Mobile Home repair. Termite
& Water Damage, Replacement Windows Vinyl
Siding. Painting. Decks
Call Larry Nimmo
753-9372. 753-0353
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel,
white rock
436-2113
BRANDON'S
Outdoor Services
•Paint 'Lawn •Mulch
•Shrubs -Tiling •Bushhog
(270)436-5277
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
Cecil McLeod's
Lawnmower Repair.
Pick-up & delivery
753-9814.
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
-Lawn Maintenance
.Leaf Pick-up,
•Bed mulching
270-753-6772
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging.
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll. Owner
Phone 270-492-6159.
Cell 836-5681
D G Landscaping
Complete Lawn Service
-Insured -Free estimates
(270)753-2210
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592
FENCING
Midway Fence All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
Dickie Farley 759-1519.

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

if

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure Ti StYlc -- Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture

489-2366 or Cell 339-7 16

--;-r= Lamb Brothers
-J-Y Tree Service

1-800-821-6907

(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

LICENSED INSURED &re Estimates
I.

24 Hr Service

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

1

Luke Lamb

David's Home Improvement

All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

•Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
•Install braces & floors joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors.
•Replace or repair water and drain lines
•Install moisture barriers.

Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713

".1

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

WE SERVICE

Tree Trunmine.
Cleanup Seri i• •

Full Line of
Hedge Trimming Equipment
Commercial &
Tree & Stump
Residential
Removal

We Da All Kinds nf Remndeltng
FINE LINE PAINTING 8.
DECORATING:
EXPERIENCED!
PROFESSIONAL!
731-642-8227
(PARIS)

David Gallimore,
Owner
Will Do Insurance Wc,,

731-247-5422

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.
H & S Cleaning Service
Home & Office Cleaning
Service Call 753-0413
Leave Message
For Free Estimates
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted. No lob too small
Give us a call. Yes we
haul Junk.
Phone: 436-5759
HAULING
Cleaning out garages
sheds, carport atics
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
.36 years experience
•Intenor & Exterior
•Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No job too small
*Free estimates
Please call 753-8858.
Lawn And Garden Work
Need your lawn or landscaping groomed'? How
about your garden tilled
and weeded'? Call 7590278 for a free estimate'

•Carpets •Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
-Free Estimates.
*Wrinkle Repair
•Quick Drying

753-5827.
Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
-Asphalt paving
*Seal coating
•Striping
-Hauling
759-0501
753-1537
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555
MOWING and Trimming
Small to large yards
within Murray area
Steve 767-9178

1 x2 ad 25 WORD MAX.
I insertion

$13.00
$16.00

2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads mu at he paid in advance

Call now to place your ad!

270-753-1916

CARPET & UPHOLSTERY
CLEANING

Rfta

No sticky residue. Non-toxic & Hypo-Allergenic

Residential & Commercial
New image in carpet cleaning
Got stains? We'll remove them.

COLD DISCOVERY...Students at Montessori Discovery
School use their science discovery skills as they catch
snowflakes on black paper. The snowflakes fell during
their lessons on Antartica.

For a free estimate call: 270-492-8510
or pager 270-762-7578

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.
Please call Paulfor
free estimate at

270-759-4979
MURRAY LAWN
& LANDSCAPE
-Lawn Mowing • Trimming
• Mulching • Fertilizing
cali 759-4762
Fri. Openings Available

ledger g Times
I

Classifieds
270-753-1916

MR. LAWN CARE
759-2514
-Mowing *Landscaping
-Gutter-Cleaning
YARD TECH
Lawn & Landscape
maintenance
Spring Scheduling
437-4407
210-6268

Constructive
Solutions

"Your Minor
PAINTING
Problem Is Our
Pay less for more
Call Dan 753-9618
Major Concern"
ROOF LEAKING'?
Electrical,
Call a professional
Additions,
435-4645
Renovations,
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
MOWERS FOR SALE
Home Overhauls.
PICKUP AND DELIVERY
Call Us At
753-0260
270-753-8254
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Free Column
Insured with full line of
equipment
FREE to good home
Free estimates
mixed pups gentle and
753-5484
adorable 436-5830 or 4365835

Dogwood
(
qandscaping

11•••
111,

Complete'Landscape

and Lawn Installation
and Maintenance
*MOWING
-IRRIGATION iNSTALLATIO

Med
WANT to lease air or dark
ired tobacco base Cal
(270)492-8192

Want to lease
dark fire or
air-cured
tobacco base.
492-8790

in all/he WW1ACPS7
M

Seachirq: ,
1 i .1 1,ev. 14,,an
turd unles.
you know where to look Don) get
discouraged. start sour search in the right
place The Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Section You'll find an memo e
URRAY LEDGER
listing ot ,lotss So, whether you're taking
sour first step or sou fifth
& TIMES

753-1916

...give the Classifieds a look

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday.
March 20, 2002:
Your birthday year takes you into new
lands, both emotionally and literally.
What you have often taken for granted
could radically change this year. Learn to
go with the flow and not buck transformation. Understand that you cannot alter
some things. Learn to let go, and head
toward your next adventure. Travel and
education offer unusual opportunities
and help you get past problems that otherwise might beset you. If single, you
could meet someone quite unique and
caring in the summer. Get to know this
person well before making any commitments. He or she has many facets. If
attached. you could find this a unique
year, in which you revise your thinking
and how you approach your sweetie.
Keep communication open. avoiding
power plays. GEMINI understands.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 2I-April 19)
***** Much occurs that"could trigger. a strong reaction from you. Once you
get past the emotional responses. your
perspective changes considerably. The
sun in your sign empowers and energizes
you. You find the right path. Tonight:
Lead your friends out the door. Do you
feel like the Pied Piper?
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Someone could let you down,
especially regarding your fin/nces. You
might not agree with how an associate
deals with a problem. Adjust and flex.
Pressure builds, both emotionally and
financially. You could stir the pot even

more. Tonight: Use special care with
your funds.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Tread with care when dealing
with close friends, associates and others
in general. Unexpected behavior takes
you in a new direction. Others could be
difficult. Still, you find the silver lining
in the cloud. Tonight: Play oswich.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** Work might be out of control.
Getting yourself under control could take
an extraordinary effort. Talk and analyze
all you want. You might want to see how
the dust settles before you try to take
action. Good news comes from those at a
distance. Tonight: You'll need some
extra R&R.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Greet the Vernal Equinox with
a smile, as you feel far better in the
spring. Your high energy and astute

observations help others change their
paths. Keep an eye on a younger family
member and/or your present risks. Use
your mind, not your passions. Tonight:
Join fnends who are in a good mood!

www.murrayledgencom

First Come - First Serve

0101

lint

I: mai

ESL<

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
** Tread with care in different factions

of your life. Family members test the
limits of your patience. Review a situation that is close to your heart. Weigh
options, but try not to act on them.
Consider today to be a passage opening a
new door. Tonight: Relax at home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Choose your words with care.
Understand others' actions rather than
criticizing them. Much comes forth at the
moment. The key, right now, will be to
focus on each matter one at a time; otherwise, you could be accident-prone.
Tonight: Off to the movies.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** Use kid gloves with all financial
matters, yours and others. At the same
time, keep your wallet close to you.
Mistakes might easily happen in this
realm. Others react more intensely than
normal. Know that this, too, will pass.
Tonight: Play it conservatively — if possible.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
** Be careful with decisions. Don't
distrust others' information, hut you
might change your opinion about another's ideas. Right now, you might be in
more of a flux than you're aware. Others
react independently of.you. Avoid major
actions and strong words. Tonight: Try
not to make plans.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Much might be happening behind

the scenes. Consider your options with
care. What suits you fine right now could
change. Work, and pace yourself evenly.
Find a special friend with whom to discuss a problem or resistance you might
encounter. Tonight: Easy does it.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Carefully lie back when dealing with friends. Meetings and interpersonal interactions take you down a new
path. Note that others could be touchy.
What you might have hoped for starts
falling apart. Take it easy with a loved
one. Tonight: Help others laugh.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
** Others might be difficult. You simply will not win, because everyone is into
their own "stuff." and they are pushing
left and right. A controlling, primal level
emerges in those around you. Be the
smart Fish; he back and observe. You
could learn a lot. Tonight: Play ostrich.
BORN TODAY:
Filmmaker Spike Lee (1957), TV personality Fred "Mr." Rogers (1928), actor
William Hurt (1950)

FREE
PALLETS
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times

(

605
Hrs: N

11 & T Painting Horoscopes
Now scheduling spring work.
11 MIT

r

Photo provided

Dry in 1 hour

Murray Ledger & Times • Classified

207 S. 7th St. • Nturra

753-9132
Serving You For 40 Years

Program our number in all your family's cell phones for prompt service.
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Heaven's Best

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE

2000 Honda Elite S-R50,
like new, 300 miles. paid
$1.700 new. asking $1 000
395-5220
2001 Yamaha Raptor mm
cellent cond $5.000
2000 Honda 400 EX
$3,000 080 767-0731
FOR Sale 2001 Yamaha
Grizzly 600 excellent condition 68 miles, 2000 KIM
520 motorcycle Call 27n
753-7600

"One Shingle or Whole Roof
Free Esumares - 10 Years Expellent e

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane

WPM

I

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

GET YOUR GARAGE
SALE GOING!
$8.00

• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• New Construction • Flat Roofs

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Moving Co.

753-9000 'NM-

470
Motorcycles & A1Vs

in

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Lam b Brother

Look For Our

murraytedger.com

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

Phone 12701759-4734

15 Yrs Experience

Web at

SMITH
ROOF REPAIR
Specioli.ing Roof Repairl

Order before ll ctan, &
pick up same day.

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water -Parking Lots & Driveways

CALL DAVID zA.. 446

Classifieds On The

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

We Specialize in Cleaning"

David Borders
1-A REMODELING, Home
mprovements, Custom tile
work, Interior decorating,
Painting, We Do It All' References Available Call
Tom Vance General Contracting 767-9036 or 9940388
A affordable hauling, junk
clean up. tree work, gutter
cleaning. 436-5141
A-1 ADVANDED HAULING , junk clean up cleaning out sheds, gutters, tree
work 436-2867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
. Garages, Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing
Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-7860. 753-1194.

Roofing Metal

VICO!
CAN .•
W40 vki
t•Afkt.-

GA

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

LOOKING BACK

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

1

'aTa

1

DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been diagPETER
nosed with polymyositis. What can
GOTT, M.D.
you tell me about this disease?
DEAR READER: First of all, I recommend that you first discuss this
issue with your doctor. This is the
best resource. I'll simply make some
generic observations.
Polymyositis, a muscle disease of before the muscular affliction can be
unknown cause, is one of many controlled.
autoimmune disorders (such as lupus
Because there is wide variation in
and scleroderma) marked by the
the severity of the disease and
its
reaction
inappropriate
to
body's
patients' responses to therapy, I urge
own normal tissues.
you to consult with a rheumatologist
pain,
muscle
experience
Patients
about your specific case.
inflammation and weakness. The
DEAR DR. GOTT: Following gallaffliction may be associated with
surgery last year, I've had
bladder
the
elsewhere
in
tumors
malignant
pains in my right leg.
troublesome
body and often develops with related
the front of the leg and
diseases, such as progressive sys- First it was
now it's above the knee. Is this a contemic sclerosis and vasculitis.
sequence
of surgery? My doctor has
Additional symptoms include rash,
concluded that it's arthritis.
arthritis, fever, malaise and weight
DEAR READER: I don't know the
loss.
The diagnosis is suspected from the cause of your leg pains, but I doubt
symptoms, verified by blood tests that they are the consequence of
descrip(which show abnormal proteins and surgery. Also, from your brief
appear
other abnormalities) and confirmed tion, the discomfort does not
therejoints;
your
from
emanate
to
by electrical testing of muscles and
fore, arthritis seems unlikely.
biopsy.
I wonder if you're not suffering from
The prognosis varies. Some
patients, especially children, may myalgia, muscle pain caused by
experience a mild form of the disease, inflammation or over-use. As you
interspersed with long periods of know, however, thrombophlebitis
remission; other patients, notably (blood clots in the leg veins) is a
those with underlying heart or lung dreaded complication following
disease, may succumb quickly from surgery and can appear without warncomplications, such as pneumonia.
ing during periods of convalescence,
Prednisone and other medications such as post-operative inactivity. This
are the treatments of-ehOice and disorder ordinarilyaffects the calf —
almost always lead to improvement in not the thigh — and is readily diagmuscular strength and an overall feel- nosed on physical examination and by
ing of well-being. Obviously, if the ultrasound testing. To make sure that
polymyositis is secondary to a tumor, your leg is free of clots, you should
the malignancy must be treated with have an ultrasound exam of your leg.
surgery, radiation or chemotherapy If the test is negative, your doctor
may choose to refer you to an orthopedic specialist for a second opinion.
A NOTE TO READERS: For updated and revised Health Reports on
"Erectile Dysfunction" and "Coronary
Artery Disease," send $2 for each
Men, Women & Children's
report to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167,
Consignment Clothes & Accessories
Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167. Be sure to
Plus Sizes
mention the title(s) of the Health
Vintage & 70s Styles Rental
Report(s). Also, be on the lookout for
more updated Health Reports.
Owner - Rita Wyatt

Rita's Neat Repeats

605 S. 12th St.• Murray
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5:3() p.m.
(270) 762-0207
Email: neatrepeats@apex.net

Copyright 2002, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
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DEAR SMART: Good for you!
Public records can eliminate
not only private pain but public
embarrassment.
***

Pauline Phillips and her daughter,
Jeanne Phillips, share the pseudonym
Abigail Van Buren. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 89440,
Los Angeles, CA 90069.
***
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THINK FRINGE!
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Dutch colonist
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16 Emcee
Sullivan
18 Refute
20 Hall-of-Famer
Pee Wee
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others
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. March 19, the
78th day of 2002. There are 287
days left in the year. This is the
date the swallows traditionally return to the San Juan Capistrano
Mission in California.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 19. 1920, the U.S.
Senate rejected. for a second time.
the Treaty of Versailles by a vote
of 49 in favor, 35 against, falling
short of the two-thirds majority
needed for approval.
On this date:
In 1859, the opera "Faust" by
Charles Gounod premiered in Paris.
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WHAT HAPPENE2
IT'S A
TO YOUR TAIL? VICTIM OF
NEW
INNOVATIONS
IN ATHLETIC
FOOTWEAR

TODAY IN HISTORY]

East dealer.
clubs at once, but postpones playNorth-South vulnerable.
ing them until he learns as much
NORTH
as he possibly can about the un•Q J 4
seen hands.
K9
He begins by cashing four
•8 5
hearts and three spades, discover+A Q 10 7 5 4
ing in the process that East started
WEST
EAST
with a doubleton in both suits(and
+ 108652
+93
simultaneously learning that West
V 8 764 3
V 10 2
started with two five-card suits).
•Q 4
• 10 9 7 3 2 Next he cashes the ace of dia+6
+J 9 8 2
monds and K-A ofclubs,WestshowSOUTH
ing out on the second round.
46 A K
With three tricks remaining
11,A Q J 5
to be played, the count ofthe hand
• A KJ 6
is now complete. East started with
4K 3
precisely two spades, two hearts,
In 1941. Jimmy Dorsey and OrThe bidding:
four clubs and hence five diamonds
chestra
recorded "Green Eyes" and
East
South
West
North (ofwhich he has only one left, since
Pass
3 NT
Pass
7 NT
he still has the J-9 of clubs in his "Maria Elena" for Decca Records.
Opening lead — eight of hearts.
hand). Double-checking this, West
In 1945, about 800 people were
Most players find it difficult to had precisely five spades, five killed as Kamikaze planes attacked
count out a hand, but anyone will- hearts, one club and hence two the U.S. carrier Franktin_off Japan:
ing to try eventually finds that the diamonds (of which he also has the ship, however, was saved.
difficulty is more imaginary than only one left).
In 1945, Adolf Hitler issued his
real. The only skill required is the
This knowledge is important, so-called "Nero Decree," ordering
ability to count to 13 and then to because South might otherwise be
the destruction of German facilities
apply the knowledge gained to the tempted to take a diamond finesse
that could fall into Allied hands.
problem at hand.
for his 13th trick — a move that
In 1951. Herman Wouk's war
Consider this deal where West would be a colossal blunder in view
novel "The Caine Mutiny'. wzA first
leads a heart against seven of the known facts.
notrump. Declarer has 12 sure
After cashing dummy's queen published.
In 1976, Buckingham Palace antricks and is a heavy favorite to of clubs and discarding a diamond,
pick up the 13th in the club suit. South leads a diamond toward the nounced the separation of Princess
The only real danger is an unfavor- K-J and confidently plays the king Margaret and her husband. the Earl
able club division, so South should after East follows low, knowing of Snowdon. after 16 years of martake steps to combat a 4-1 break. full well that the king will catch riage.
To this end, he does not tackle the the queen.
In 1979. the U.S. House of Representatives began televising it.
Tomorrow: A comprehensive analysis.
. day-to-day business.
02002 King Features Syndicate Inc
One year ago: California offiCROSSWORDS
cials declared a power alert, ordering the first of two days of rolling
blackouts.
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An Exploratory Procedure

DEAR STUNNED: Why are
you stunned? A common
denominator with sociopaths is
their abundance of charm. Read
on:
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DEAR ABBY: I have a male relative who has been legally married
and divorced 13 times. He is in his
50S, has three college degrees and is
very charming.
I've met many of his wives. What
amazes me is how gullible they are.
They are lonely, Christian women
who believe everything he says.
What seems to trip them up is that
he immediately offers marriage,
and they see this as the ultimate
commitment. Ha! When they do
start asking questions, he leaves
them saddled with huge debts and
takes off.
STUNNED OBSERVER
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DEAR USED UP IN TEXAS: I
believe you. If it's any comfort,
you're not alone. Read on:
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decided to check hun out.
Marriage, divorce and property
transactions are all public records,
so a trip to my county courthouse
was all I needed. I discovered he
had been married not once, not
twice, but at least five times.
I also learned that he did not
own the home he claimed was his.
There's no telling what other lies I
would have uncovered had I kept
looking. It gave me great satisfaction to tell this guy in no uncertain
terms that he'd been "busted."
Later, I began dating another
man. Once again, he and I shared
our life stories, and I wasted no
time in visiting the courthouse. The
people who worked at the courthouse were most helpful. They
directed me to the proper offices
and helped me find the information
I was looking for. Abby, every detail
was exactly as he told me. Eventually we married, and we share a
happy life.
At first he was offended that I
had checked out his story. To this
day, he teases me about it. But I'm
proud that I went into our marriage
with my eyes wide open, and I
encourage everyone to do the same
by taking advantage of public
records.
SMART IN CINCINNATI
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IS'THAT AN AT THING WHEN YOU
SMASH YOUR GUITAR ?

Ten years ago
Road. Murray died March 16 from
A combination of a two percent injuries sustained in a three-vehicle
one-year faculty and staff salary de- accident at the intersection of U.S.
duction and increases in a variety of Highway 641 North and Highway
fees were passed at a special meet- 121 Bypass.
ing of the Murray State University
Births reported include a boy to
Board of Regents to alleviate a Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Wayne Garland,
budget decrement of $4.5 million as March 10; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Mike Baker, March 13.
mandated by the state.
Forty years ago
Births reported include a boy to
David and Regina St. Clair, March
Army Pvt. Robert M. Barrett and
12; a girl to Rachel and Kelly Hi- Army Pvt. Charles R. Darnell. both
nes, March IS: a boy to Anna and of Calloway County, have completed eight weeks of advanced inJamie Tucker, March 16.
Conda Stubblefield and Ronnie dividual infantry training with the
Wilson were married Jan. 25 at First 100th Division at Fort Chaffee. Ark.
Recent births reported at Murray
Christian Church.
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Twenty years ago
Published are a feature story and Mrs. Kenneth Stubblefield, a girl to
picture about Kathie Broach Bran- Mr. and Mrs. Ben Haley. a boy to
son, juvenile probation officer of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Holt, a boy to
Calloway County. The story was by Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Armstrong and
Staff Writer Jo Burkeen.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Amon Beasley.
Fire destroyed the home of HarFifty years ago
old Hopper, located off North 16th
The Kentucky Selective Service
Street on Coles Camp Ground Road office in Louisville has estimated
on March 18.
that between 500 and 800 KentuckiMike Caldwell, Nancy Myers ans will be included in the May
and Peg Bassford, all members of draft call from throughout the state
New Providence Riding Club, were of Kentucky.
high point winners in the horse
Cuba Cubs won 51 to 43 over
show held at West Kentucky Live- Wickliffe Blue Tigers for the chamstock and Exposition Center.
pionship of the First Regional High
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Alexander School Basketball Tournament
were married 50 years March 16.
played at Murray State College Carr
Thirty years ago
Health Building. High team scorers
Richard Lowe, son of Robert and
were Doodle Floyd for Cuba and
Mildred - Lowe, -was elected chief Phil ROIlins-fOr Wickliffe: — —
and David Waters, son of Mr. and
Births reported include a boy to
Mrs. Robert L. Waters, was elected Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cable, March IS:
secretary of the Order of the Arrow a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Hoyt Adams.
Lodge No. 499 of Four Rivers Boy a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Keith BranScout Council.
don and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. J.W.
Mrs. Opal Williams. 58, Airport Atkins, March 17,

ever, early on I caught an MCOBIlill.-tency in his mamage history, so I

DEAR ABBY: After reading
"Used in Jonesboro, Tenn.," about
the woman who married a man who
had lied about his past, I feel compelled to share my story.
I, too, asked all the right questions. Here's what I later found out:
His first wife left him and got the
child he didn't care about. The
second wife, who gave him two children, got a thousand bucks and an
old car when he decided it was time
for wife No. 3. Wife No. 3 left when
it was time for wife No. 4. He sold
the house she had paid for from her
previous husband's life insurance.
Wife No. 4 got nothing except the
joy of meeting wife No. 5. Wife No. 5
is now deep in credit card debt and
will have to work a long time
because her retirement money is
missing. Wife No. 6(me) lost not.
only retirement money, but a house
and car that were paid for. It was
his turn to make the car payment,
and he let it be repossessed. (He
did, however, "find" the money to
make the payment on his pickup.)
There's a lot more misery I could
share, but it would curl your hair.
USED UP IN TEXAS

my divorce, I decided it was time to
start dating again. I met a nice
man. We dated steadily, sharing
our life stories as we went. How-
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Education
Tuesday, March 19, 2002

WILL IT STAND?...Mr. Blanchard is helping Jonny Thiede with
a math project on designing structures from triangles to
see how durable they are.

WE SWEAR...Bonnie Higgonson, from Murray State University, administered the oath to Ms. Johnson's P1/P2 class on
Tiger Cub News recently at Murray Elementary.

CONGRATULATIONS...Calloway County Preschooler Hope
Broadway won the raffle at the preschool's Winter Festival.

TEAMWORK...Southwest Elementary students Megan Pittenger and Jacob Melvin created an eagle head design
from a tree wedge.

NEW TREND?...Kindergarten students in Tammie Crouch's
class at North Elementary are pictured on the 100th day of
school wearing 100 day glasses and a necklace made from
100 fruit loops.

WHICH ONE...Mr. Brown and Ms. Jones' math classes at
Murray Elementary joined together to see if individuals could
manufacture items faster or an assembly line.

BRIGHT IDEA...Logan
English, P2 student at MES, is
completing a sunshine during center time.

BREAK OR NOT...CCHS students drop their egg holders to
see if the eggs would survive the drop for an experiment
in physics class.

FASHION STATEMENT...Becky Gore's P2 students from North
Elementary are pictured wearing collars they made to celebrate the 100th day of school.

AUTOGRAPH.. Ashley Futrell.
signing the cast, welcomes her
friend Arian Herndon back to
school after she broke her
leg. The girls attend MES.

ARCHITECT...Ben Graves, P2
student at MES, works on a
structure during center time.

OUR C/FT SHOP A'
OVERROW/AV WM/
SPR/A/C PRODUCTSP
ARRIVING
APRIL 1ST!
• Large Shipment
Bedding Plants 0

RED BARN

LOOK AND LISTEN...Taylor
Futrell of Southwest Elementary shared her favorite valentine story with her peers in
her classroom.

SLOW...MES student Catie
Saylor works on a shirt to
make hers neater than those
made by an assembly line.

CAUTION:FAILURE TO CHECK EYES ANNUALLY
MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS EYE ILLNESS
• Cataract Evaluation
• Foreign Body Removal
• Glaucoma Detection/
Treatment
• Diabetic Eye Disease
Management
•"Pink-Eye" Treatment

GARDEN SHOPPE

• Containers & Soil

4 Minutes From
Murray on 94 W.
v.-.

435-4770

1

• Fountains

1:1

gt.

• Shrubs & Perennials
0

SPECIAL HELPER...Tony
Thompson from Murray Electric enjoys reading to his
nephew's class at MES.

GUEST READER...Katie Carpenter, pictured with Ruby
Weatherbee. took time to read
to a MES class.

GO OR CHANGE?...CCHS students discuss a law they wish
to have changed or abolished in preparation for reading
Henry David Thoreau's "Civil Disobedience."

EASTER
SPECIAL
1 - 8x10
2 - 5x7
8 - Wallets
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EYECARE SPECIALTIES
Dr. Kevin M. Adams
308 South 12th Street • Murray, KY

eAllison CPliptograpky
607 South 4th St. • Murray • 75344809

